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  1.Introduction 

World Education is implementing the Strategic Approaches to Girls´ Education 

(STAGE) in 8 regions in Ghana with the objective of providing education to girls 

between 10 and 19 who are currently not in school. A community mapping exercise is 

conducted to identify these girls with support from the community members and to 

create a mechanism in these communities to mobilize resources, awareness, and 

support for the girls to participate in an Accelerated Learning Program (ALP). An 

effort is made to specifically identify marginalized girls; girls living in extreme poverty, 

girls with impairments, or girls experiencing barriers when going to school or to 

finding a job. 

The girls will receive guidance and counseling throughout the ALP to help them to plan 

their future together with their parents, guardians, and other community members. It 

is expected that many girls between 10 and 14 will reintegrate back into formal 

education. Girls between the ages of 15-19 will receive vocational training by Master 

Craftspeople to provide them with the technical and entrepreneurial skills that will 

help them to enter the workplace. 

The community-based facilitator plays a crucial role in organizing the ALP and 

guiding the girls toward their future. This guide provides an overview of the literacy, 

numeracy, life skills, and English lessons that will be part of the STAGE curriculum.  

This manual is developed as a reinforcement to the CBE policy and should be used as 

a resource to strengthen the complimentary basic education as implemented by the 

Ministry of Education.  

  2. How to use this guide 

The facilitator will use this guide daily during the first two months of the ALP to 

prepare and give his or her lessons to the girls.  It provides an overview of the different 

disciplines and the content of each one of the lessons per day. Each discipline has 

specific teaching routines that the facilitator needs to do daily. By repeating the 

routines daily in their clubs, facilitators will become very familiar with them and will 

notice that they will use the guide less and less during actual teaching, but mostly 

during planning and as a resource.  

After the first two months, the facilitator will continue using the CBE literacy and 

numeracy material but it will be necessary to continue using Assessments and Life 

Skills sessions during the full ALP. 
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  3. The Accelerated Learning Program 

Each community has identified out of school girls and has established a Learning 

Center and a time table for the ALP to happen. During the first year, the ALP will be 

organized 4 hours per day on average during 4 days per week. The precise times and 

days will vary per community and should be agreed upon by the parents and girls to 

facilitate regular participation. 

A table of the curriculum for the first two months can be seen below. This curriculum 

would apply to all girls between 10 and 19 since they all need to have basic literacy, 

numeracy and life skills. 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 

1.5 hour Literacy Literacy Literacy Literacy 

1.5 hour Numeracy Numeracy Numeracy Numeracy 

1 hour Life Skills Life Skills Life Skills Life Skills 

 
Each of the Literacy sessions has on average 1 hour of guided learning where the 

facilitator provides instruction, practice and organized literacy learning exercises. The 

last 30 minutes of each session is reserved for more creative practice to consolidate 

the guided learning.  All Learning Centers will receive a kit of learning material that 

should be used to organize small group activities for this. During this period the 

facilitator has time to provide individual remedial teaching for girls who need 

additional practice.  

The last discipline each day is life skills education. This encompasses a variety of 

themes that are relevant for the girls and impact their daily lives. Life skills topics could 

vary per community.   

After the first 2 months, girls participating in the non-formal track will be involved in 

vocation training by master craftspeople. The learning schedule in the ALP will be as 

follows: 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 

1.5 hour Literacy Literacy Literacy Vocational 
training 

Vocational 
training 

1.5 hour Numeracy Numeracy Numeracy 

1 hour Life Skills Life Skills Life Skills 

 
The non-formal track for girls between 15 and 19 will have a different schedule 

compared to the first 2 months. They will now participate in the ALP during 5 days 

and day 4 and 5 will be organized by master craftspeople to teach them vocational 

skills. The type of vocational training will depend on what the community has decided 

and which master craftspeople they could identify. The facilitator will need to work 

closely with the community and craftspeople to ensure that all girls are participating 
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in vocational training that is relevant for them and that fits with their interest and 

motivation.  

  4.Who is a good facilitator? 
 
You can be.  

If you are a person that knows how to motivate girls and speak to them in their own 
language.  
If you can prepare sessions well and if you are patient, understanding and skilled 
enough to help them in their learning.  
A good facilitator creates a safe environment and builds trust between the girls and 
him/herself. He or she encourages the girls and works with their parents or guardians 
to ensure that they participate daily in the ALP.  

Finally, a good facilitator does not work alone. We work in a team; the regional partner 

organizes training for the 

facilitators and provides material 

and technical support through 

training and supervision. The 

community oversight committee 

will assist the facilitator and will 

organize home visits to follow up 

on the learning and participation. 

The key informants and 

community leaders will also help 

with ensuring that the community 

is supportive towards the facilitator and the ALP. Public schools present will help to 

facilitate reintegration of girls where possible. Mentors will be trained in these schools 

to coach girls in their academic achievements. Each community will have master 

craftspeople for vocational training but also peer educators; boys and girls that are 

available to help girls study and acquire the necessary skills.  

This program is designed to support marginalized girls and provide opportunities in 

which they can succeed. We must not forget that there is a reason they were not in 

school and the facilitator should be supportive and use all available resources to ensure 

that they will not drop out and will achieve their goals.  

  5. Language of Instruction 

Facilitators will provide daily sessions in Literacy, Numeracy, and Life skills. The 

language of instruction should be in the official Ghanaian languages. STAGE is 

working with 12 languages of which 11 are defined by NALAP. In the formal track girls 

will receive English sessions after 2 months but the other disciplines will continue to 

be taught in the girls’ mother tongue. 
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Thorough training on the orthography and phonology of these languages will be 

provided during regional trainings and follow up coaching will be organized regularly 

by supervisors. 

6. Learning Environment 
 
The Learning Center (LC) is the place where the ALP will be organized.  The 

community has selected a location for the center according to the given criteria below: 

• The location should be a safe place where girls and facilitators can easily be 

provided with assistance or supervision if needed. 

• The location should be less than 1km away from the majority of the girls.  

• The LC should be big enough for a class of 30 girls.  

• A storage room for teaching and learning materials should be available nearby. 

• Girls should preferably not sit on the ground. 

• Gender appropriate toilets should be available. 

• Clean water should be nearby.  

• The LC should be indicated with a sign. 

• The LC should be in a quiet area. The location should not be close to a market, 

business, or any other place where people will gather or be noisy during the ALP 

sessions. 

• The LC should be accessible to the girls and facilitators before and during the ALP. 

If the LC is closed outside ALP sessions, a system needs to be in place to ensure 

that it can always be unlocked by someone nearby. 

The community should ensure that all criteria apply to the location and, if not, they 

should work with the regional partners to refurbish and reorganize the LC. 

When the LC is according to standards, the facilitator will work with the community 

oversight committee to maintain the center. STAGE will organize training for the 

facilitators to establish a learning environment by: 

• Including the use of self-made teaching and learning aids in the daily sessions 

• Encouraging girls to create and bring materials that relate to the session 

content. 

• Organizing small group work activities, paired reading, and other exercises on 

numeracy and life skills that focus on student centered learning. 

• Creating a safe, inclusive environment for all girls with a specific focus on girls 

with impairments and other types of marginalization. 

The program aims to continuously improve the interventions and facilitators are 

encouraged to add effective teaching strategies and share their best practices with 

others during training and coaching. 
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7. Impairments, Learning Barriers, and Disabilities 

Many of the girls participating in the ALP will have some kind of impairment. While 

some may be visible, others are not. Facilitators will receive training to identify some 

of the impairments and to build skills and knowledge on how to facilitate learning. 

Visual, hearing, social-emotional, and other impairments do not mean the girls are 

incapable of learning. It is only when they encounter barriers that prevent them from 

building their skills that their impairment becomes a learning disability. 

Most impairments might not manifest in ways that are easily seen but may become 

apparent when interacting with the girls.  Below an overview of teaching strategies to 

be used when girls in the ALP are assessed to be impacted by a form of impairment. 

For all girls in the ALP the following is important: 

• Give one task at a time and check for understanding by asking girls to 

demonstrate the task or explain the task before starting. 

• Encourage girls by given them compliments on their work. Many of the girls 

will be shy or insecure and they will need YOU to learn and feel confident. 

• Use the same type and activities of daily practice of skills through the session 

plans.  

• Reduce difficulty if girls have continued difficulties with learning due to a 

disability. (for example; ask them to do half of the work needed) 

• Make use of the graphics in the teaching and learning material. Organize 

conversations and learning activities with them. 

• Provide additional instruction or guidance for small groups of students with 

specific impairments. 

• Involve girls with specific learning problems in the individual teaching routines 

in the session plans but especially in the remediation activities during the 30 

minutes at the end of each session AND the 5th week of remediation. 

• Make use of the community oversight committee and teacher and peer 

involvement. Use homework, parents, or others to assist in instruction. 

 

On the next page is an overview with specific teaching and learning strategies based 

on the type of disability or impairment as encountered during the ALP. 
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Teaching tips for Girls with disabilities1 

 

Girls with physical impairments  

● Ensure accessibility of the learning 

center and other facilities (e.g. 

toilets) 

● Set up a learning center so girls 

using wheelchairs, crutches, etc. can 

move as independently as possible. 

● Involve a peer to support during the 

ALP but also encourage 

independence if possible 

● Involve a peer student to travel to 

the ALP 

● Allow time to rest as the girls can get 

easily tired 

● Stimulate communication to avoid 

isolation 

● Allow additional time to finish 

exercise and assignment if needed. 

Girls with visual impairments 

● Seat the girls in the front row or at a 

point where they can see the board.  

● Make sure the board has a good 

contrast 

● Use descriptive language and name 

items instead of saying, ‘this’ or ‘that’ 

● Put back material, books etc. at the 

same place 

● Make sure girls are informed of 

classroom arrangement changes  

● Ensure the learning center is in a 

quiet place 

● Provide teaching and learning 

material the student can touch 

● Read everything on backboard out 

loud 

● Name students you are speaking to 

so the girl knows who they are  

Girls with Hearing impairment  

● Use short clear sentences 

● U shape seating in classroom for 

child to see each other  

● Time for face-to-face instruction 

● Look at the girl when speaking  

● Speak slowly  

● Use mimics, gesture and natural 

signs  

● Be flexible with time  

● Focus more on content than 

grammar 

● Use a lot of visual cues, such as mind 

maps, graphs, key point  

 

 

 

 

Girls with learning impairments. 

● Use simple words and sentences  

● Prefer real objects or images  

● Give clear instructions, one at a time 

● Check for understanding of 

instructions by asking the girls to 

repeat a given task 

● Break down a task into smaller steps  

● Give extra practice; involve these 

girls in I do, we do, you do 

strategies. 

● Involve these girls in remedial 

teaching during the 30 minutes 

independent learning in the ALP and 

during every 5th remediation week.  

● Repeat information regularly  

● Use peer support 

 
1 Adapted from the Inclusive Education In-Service Teacher Education and Training Module as developed by MOE Ghana. For 

more information, ask for the comprehensive document ‘Teaching Strategies for different kinds of disabilities’. 
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● Be generous with praise and 

encouragement  

● Ignore behavior which is not 

disturbing the ALP 

Girls with Social Emotional and 

Behavioral difficulties  

● Find out about the difficulties by 

discussing with parents and do 

research 

● Discuss with the girl and parents to 

find out best strategy 

● Make the girl feel appreciated and 

valued 

● Explain clearly consequences of 

his/her behavior to give the girl 

responsibility of her act 

● Have appropriate response; offer 

acceptable solutions (‘You may 

decide not to do this exercise and 

have to finish it later anyway or may 

just do it now and go to break with 

everyone, make your choice’)  

● Develop rules for the whole class 

with the girls  

Girls with Attention or 

Hyperactivity issues. 

● Break up big tasks into smaller ones 

and set time limits for each step / 

small task 

● Allow girls to move while learning 

● Use the break time to allow the girl 

to do physical activity or sports 

● Assign a helper task to the girl as this 

will give them a chance to move 

around occasionally 

● Allow girls to respond orally  

 

Dyslexia and Dyscalculia 

● Verify if the girl pays attention 

before starting with a new activity 

● Explain several times with several 

methods and check understanding 

● Focus on content rather than 

grammar 

● Let the girl use a darker pen/pencil 

when writing or a ruler to follow text 

in reading  

● Use colours to mark important 

words 

● Praise the girl for their achievement 

and let them develop talents in other 

areas 

● Allow girls to do tests orally or give 

them a reader and scribe 
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8. Continuous assessment 

Being able to assess the girls’ literacy and numeracy skills is essential to being able to 
provide them with help and feedback. If a facilitator is able to identify the specific 
letters in Literacy or a specific type of operation in Numeracy that a girl does not 
understand, they then would be able to provide remedial teaching. In STAGE there are 
two types of assessment: 

Literacy and Numeracy Assessments are designed following the ASER model. This 
model allows facilitators to quickly assess the level of literacy and numeracy and to 
determine which girls need specific remedial teaching.  
The literacy assessment builds on different levels of written text; from letters and 
words, to phrases, and finally to story level. For each level girls need to pass a 
benchmark in order to go to the next level. 
The numeracy assessment also has a sequential design when it comes to operations 
and number recognition but it is also a combination of assessing different domains 
within numeracy; addition, subtraction, division, and multiplication. While these are 
not necessarily sequential to one another, there is definitely a link among them.  
 
It should be clear that these assessments measure the level in which girls have 
mastered the content of the curriculum. The facilitator should conduct the assessment 
each 4th week (week 4, 8, 12, etc.) during the 30 minutes set aside for literacy and 
numeracy. 
 
This period should be flexible to ensure that the facilitator is able to assess all girls 
during that week. Each literacy and numeracy assessment takes up to 5 minutes for 
each girl. 
The assessments are formative in that the facilitator uses the results to provide 
remedial teaching activities during the sessions and in particular during each 5th week 
of the ALP. 
 
Remember: The ASER assessments have to be used during the full ALP period to 
effectively monitor progress of the girls and to determine which girls need continued 
support. 

9. Assessment Process 
 
Facilitators will be trained on assessing individual girls. Before organizing the 

assessment, the facilitator should: 

• Talk to the Community Oversight Committee to see if they can assist in 

overseeing the literacy and numeracy games when the facilitator is sitting with 

the girls individually to conduct the assessment. 

• Explain the objectives of the assessment to the girls.  Ensure that the girls have 

a clear understanding of what is expected from them during the assessment.   

• Find a place where the girls can sit undisturbed with the facilitator. This should 

be close to the Learning Center where they are still visible to the other girls and 

where the facilitator can still monitor the activities from the other girls. 

• When girls are not able to respond within 5 seconds in the literacy or numeracy 

assessment, provide them with the correct letter or word and ask them to 
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continue. This does not apply for the levels calculations to 20 and 100 where 

the girls can take up to 10 seconds to provide an answer. 

9.1  Literacy 

As part of literacy in the STAGE, this assessment focuses on reading. 

The facilitator should give girls time to read and calculate.  This is not a timed test but 

rather assess what each girl can comfortably read. The facilitator must be patient and 

encourage the girls during the testing process.   

To determine the correct level, it is sometimes advisable to have the girl reread a level. 

For example: when a girl has difficulties with words but does really well in reading 

letters, the facilitator can ask the girl to read words again. The girl will likely read 

more confidently and at a higher level.   

 

 

The figure shows a 

sample of the fluency 

assessment with 4 boxes 

representing 4 levels.  

A typical assessment 

starts with the 

facilitator asking the 

girl to read words from 

the box ´WORDS´ the 

girl can choose which 

words. 

If he or she is able to read 4 out of the 5 words (80%) chosen correctly, the facilitator 

continues with asking the girl to read out the paragraph. 

 

If the girl is unable to read 4 out of 5 words correctly, the facilitator goes back to the 

box with letters and asks the girl to read out letters. If the girl reads 4 out of 5 letter 

correctly, he or she is at a letter level.  

 

The following criteria should be taken into consideration to determine the right level: 

1. Initial level: reads less than 4 letters correctly 

2. Letter level: reads 4 or more letters correctly. 

3. Word level: reads 4 or more words correctly. It is acceptable if they still spell 

out the words but they should also say the whole word after spelling the letters. 

4. Phrase level: one of the two paragraphs is read without spelling the words and 

no more than 1 mistake.   

5. Story level: the whole story is read with fluency; speed, intonation, and with 

no more than 2 mistakes. 
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After assessing the girl, the result is administered in the literacy registration sheet. The 

facilitator registers the independent level; the level that the girl is able to read without 

assistance. They should not register the level that the girl tried but did not yet achieve. 

9.2 Numeracy 

The numeracy assessment follows a similar protocol. There are 5 levels that assess 

different aspects of numeracy: 

1. Initial (when a girl has not yet achieved level 2) 

2. Number recognition to 20 

3. Number recognition to 100 

4. Calculations to 20; additions, subtractions, multiplications, divisions 

5. Calculations to 100; additions, subtractions, multiplications, divisions 

The relation between number recognitions and the operations is understanding that 

girls first have to be able to recognize the numbers before being able to do the 

calculations. 

The criteria to proceed to the next level are similar to literacy. If they are not able to 

respond within 5 seconds to the 

number recognition exercises, the 

facilitator can provide the correct 

answer and ask the girl to read the 

next number.  

For the levels of calculations to 20 

and 100 the girls can take up to 10 

seconds to provide the answer and 

can also use paper to write down 

the operation if needed.  

9.3 Remedial Teaching 

During each 4th week the facilitator registers the results on the registration sheet (see 

sample) and analyses the sheet. Based on the results, the facilitator should determine 

which girls: 

• Score lower than the 

average  

• Score higher than the 

average 

• Have progressed based 

on their previous score 

• Have not progressed 

based on their previous 

score 
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Based on the example we can see that Berta is scoring below average during the 

assessment in week 4 while Teresa is performing above average. 

Several remedial teaching activities are possible for both literacy and numeracy, a 
selection is mentioned below. 

Analysis Possible remediation 
Lower than 

average 

● Involve those girls in “I do, we do, and you do” strategies as 

well as other LC based individual practice. 

● Select homework activities targeting the difficult elements and 

involve parents and peer educators to do the homework on a 

daily basis until the next assessment. 

Higher than 

average 

● Involve the girls in more independent work in the student 

book. 

● Ask girls to become tutors for other girls who need some help 

in literacy or numeracy. 

● Discuss with the COC and schools to provide additional 

reading and numeracy activities from a higher level. 

Have progressed 

based on previous 

assessment 

● No remediation needed but continue monitoring during over 

several assessments to see if the progress is consistent. 

Have not 

progressed based 

on previous score 

● Form groups of girls with a lower score and organize remedial 

teaching activities with these groups during the 5th week, 

while the other girls do independent group work with the 

literacy or numeracy kit. 

Every 5th week the facilitator organized remedial teaching activities. Central in this 

approach is that the facilitator reviews which lessons were particularly difficult during 

the last 4 weeks. He or she should repeat one session per day during the remediation 

week.  
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 10. Literacy 

The pedagogical model used in STAGE is based on international evidence and best 

practices from the Ministry of Education and other programs such as the 

Complimentary Education Program (CBE) and USAID/Learning. As mentioned 

before, every daily session will comprise of 60 minutes of guided learning in which the 

facilitator provides instruction and organizes exercises. The last 30 minutes will be 

small group work in which girls will build their reading and writing skills using 

material from the the provided literacy kit. 

The pedagogy behind the literacy approach can be explained using the model of the 

Simple View of Reading. The final goal of the literacy instruction is for the girls to be 

able to read text while fully comprehending and understanding the material. To 

achieve this, it is necessary that every girl understands the language and vocabulary. 

This means the facilitator will speak the mother-tongue of the girls and will explain 

the meaning of words. Girls will build their speaking and listening skills with specific 

exercises in the daily sessions.  

In addition to building vocabulary skills, girls need to be able to decode words, to read 

words by pronouncing the sounds of the letters and syllables. The ability to decode 

words will help girls to read fluently. The facilitator will need to provide the girls with 

enough opportunities to practice decoding using words, text, and stories.  

This simple view of reading translates itself in the literacy sessions throughout: 

• Teaching routines 

 Facilitators will repeat the same type of student focused instruction and exercises daily 

to build their own teaching skills and to facilitate a lot of practice with the girls. In 

STAGE there is no place for ineffective practices such as choral repetition or asking 

the whole group to respond to questions. Facilitators will use teaching routines to 

involve individuals in practice and, most importantly, to help them to decode and 

understand words when they have difficulty. 

• Modeling 

 Facilitators and supervisors will use modeling strategies for reading, listening, and 

writing exercises. This will be done with the whole group but particularly translates 

itself into providing remedial teaching to girls who have difficulties. 

 A very important lesson from other programs such as CBE is that there is a tendency 

to involve many fast learners and few who struggle to read. The STAGE program 

particularly focuses on the last group and as thus facilitators should know how to help 

these girls. 

• Practice 

 Within STAGE, the focus should be on helping girls build their reading comprehension 

by learning vocabulary and practicing decoding. This is done in both the guided 

instruction section as well as in small group activities. The role of the facilitator is to 
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ensure that the majority of the time is used for practice in small groups, in pairs, and 

independently. 

10.1 Session Structure: Literacy 

Each literacy session is comprised of 7 steps. The facilitator needs to read the session 

plan before each activity and pay special attention to the preparation part that states 

what material needs to be made or organized to be used during each session. These 

could be books, texts, self-made teaching aids, and more. 

The objectives outline what the goals are each session. During the first 2 months, the 

facilitator introduces 2 new letters per week while continuously repeating the 

previously taught.  

Step 1 – Review 

• The facilitator starts the day with a warming up exercise; a team building 
activity or ice breaker to create a positive learning environment.  

• Flashcards with letters, syllables, and short words will be used to review 
previously taught letters.  

• Home work will be reviewed 
 
Step 2 – Oral Language development 

• The facilitator uses available books, illustrations for picture review, and 
stimulates oral language acquisition; this includes conversation techniques, 
role play, and dramatization. 

 
Step 3 – Phonological Awareness 

• The new letter sound is introduced using real objects or an alphabet chart 
• The facilitator uses the “I do, We do, You do” strategy with a specific focus on 

the last “You do” in which girls with difficulties are involved. 
• Previously taught sounds are being reviewed using segmenting and blending 

activities. 
 
Step 4 – Decoding 

• The new letter name and the grapheme is introduced in writing 
• The facilitator organizes decoding exercises with the girls; writing down at least 

10 decodable syllables and words to practice reading. 
• A specific remediation technique is used to help girls segment and blend the 

letter sounds into words.  
 
Step 5 – Peer reading 

• Students will practice reading in pairs using the decodable text from the student 
book and supplemental readers. 

• The facilitator walks around and verifies skills and understanding while helping 
the girls with difficulties. 

• Reading comprehension questions are included in the text in a later stage. 
 
Step 6 – Writing exercise 

• Writing exercise are included in the student book to reinforce reading and to 
build motor skills. 
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Step 7 – Literacy activities 

• Using the literacy kit, girls work individually, in pairs or small groups using the 
diverse games and materials. 

• The facilitator sits with girls who have particular difficulties and provides 
individual support. 

11. Life Skills 

This Life Skills Menu is designed to help girls between the ages of 10-19 years in Ghana, 

who face challenges in their daily life, to build their knowledge and skills regarding 

health, education and other important areas of their lives to improve upon their 

livelihood. 

The Life Skills Menu is a tool that allows communities to select relevant topics in their 

local contexts, and provides a set of 16 topics, which include eight basic topics.  All girls 

must take part in the basic set and can chose four additional topics from the optional 

list. 

A total of 12 life skills topics will be taught during the Accelerated Learning Program. 

Basic Set (8)2 Optional (select 4 out of 8) 

1. Environmental Issues Safe Motherhood and Childcare 

2. Disabilities Child Rights 

3. Money Management Road Safety 

4. Gender-based Violence Farming 

5. Personal Hygiene/WASH Safe Cooking 

6. Sexual Reproductive Health/HIV & AIDS Drugs Abuse 

Nutrition Elections 

My Career Personal Awareness 

 
Each of the themes selected will be taught over a period of eight days.  

Every topic begins with an introduction of the theme using a poster and additional 
information. After that, the girls will engage in group work to organize a research 
activity using other resources available in the community, such as resource persons, 
public services etc.  
After discussing the initial research questions, the girls will conduct interviews to 
acquire more knowledge for presentations. This joint learning exercise, combined with 
their presentations will build the necessary skills and confidence in the girls to help 
them become active members of society. 

The programme will also stimulate integrated numeracy and literacy activities to 
compile data and design publications or visuals, which will be used during the 
presentation phase. 

 
2 In the first year STAGE will begin implementing only the first 6 themes as listed in the table. 
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Finally, the girls will be given a case study to apply their knowledge in a real-life 
situation. 
 
Some of the themes, such as Sexual and Reproductive Health (SRH), Disabilities and 
Money Management are more complex than others and therefore, require more 
preparation. It is recommended to always seek support from local stakeholders and 
this is outlined in the preparation steps that are listed at the beginning of each theme. 
(For example, SRH would require the involvement of a health worker and money 
management could include support from a mobile money agent). 

 12. Session Plans Literacy 

On the following pages you will find the detailed session plans for literacy. Depending 

on how the ALP is organized the facilitator can give 1 session per day. It is important 

not to skip any sessions. All sessions should be taught sequentially 
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Week 1   Day 1  

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /a/ 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘a’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Warming up: children do the traffic light activity: teacher mentions “green” for children 
to run around, “red” for children to stop. And when facilitator mentions “yellow” 
children get ready to run again. Facilitator and children repeat the activity as many times 
as they can.  

2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 1 Day 1and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary abaa ,ebusua 

Ask 4 questions: 
 1. Nyimpa baahen na wɔwɔ mfonyin nyi mu?  

 2. Mbofra no yԑ baahen?  

 3. Henfa na ebusuafo no tse?   

 4. Ebԑnadze na nyimpa no nyinara reyԑ? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object akokɔ (fowl)  on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘a’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word akokɔ  Is 
/a/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and  
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word akokɔ  Is 
/a/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
akokɔ  Is /a/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
akokɔ   Is /a/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word  a , aa  and asks the girls to stand up when they recognize 
certain letters/syllables OR 

• The facilitator says various words  a ,aa  and asks the girls to divide them in syllables by 
clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable A a in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /a/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /a/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /a/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /a/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
   a, aa 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

a, aa 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 1   Day 2 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /e/ 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable   ‘e’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 
a  ,aa 

• Warming up: facilitator asks children to sing any familiar song and clap for few minutes 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 1 Day 2 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary enuanom , gyaadze   

Ask 4 questions: 
 1. Bobɔ ndzԑmba a wɔnoa mu edziban no ebien edzin wɔ mfonyin yi mu  

 2. Ebԑnadze ntsi na abofra no dze abaa nantsew 

 3. Mbofra no mu baahen na wɔyԑ mbaa?  

 4. Mbofra no mu baahen na wɔyԑ mbanyin? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object ekutu (orange) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘e’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word ekutu Is 
/e/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and  
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word ekutu Is /e/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
ekutu Is /e/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
ekutu Is /e/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word  e,ee ,ae,ea and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables OR 

• The facilitator says various words  e ,ee ,ae,ea  and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable E e in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /e/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /e/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /e/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /e/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
                                a, aa, ae, ea, ee 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

 ea, ae 
When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 
Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 1   Day 3 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /ԑ/ 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘ԑ’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

                                a, aa, ae, ea, ee 

• Warming up: facilitator leads children to brainstorm on their future careers 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 1 Day 3 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary Eguadze, Adzetɔnnyi  
 
Ask 4 questions: 
 1.Henfa na ebusuafo no rokɔ? 
 2. Ebԑnadze na wɔrekԑyԑ no wɔ hɔ?   
 3. Woana na ɔsoa ndzԑmba no? 
 4. Ebԑnadze na ɔso no?  

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object  kyԑw  (hat/cap) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘ԑ’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The middle sound 
in the word kyԑw  
Is /ԑ/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and  
the girls: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word kyԑw   Is /ԑ/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word Kyԑw   Is /ԑ/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word Kyԑw   Is /ԑ/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word   ԑ,eԑ, ԑe,aԑ,  and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables OR 

• The facilitator says various words    ԑԑ,eԑ, ԑe, ԑa,  and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable “ԑ ԑ”  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /ԑ/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /ԑ/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /ԑ/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /ԑ/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
                              a,aa,e,ee,ԑ,ԑԑ, eԑ, ԑe, aԑ, ԑa  

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

 eԑ, ԑe aԑ, ԑa 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

 
Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 1   Day 4 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /i/ 

• Know for to read the letter/syllable ‘I’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 
              a,aa,e,ee,ԑ,ԑԑ, eԑ, ԑe, aԑ, ԑa  

• Warming up:  class stretches their muscles for few minutes                                                                                                      
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students book Week 1 Day 4 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary borԑdze, guamu 
Ask 4 questions: 
 1. Woana na mbofra no hɔn Maame nye no rekasa no?  
 2. Ebԑnadze na mbofra beenu no reyԑ? 
 3. Nyimpa baahen na wɔwɔ  gua mu hɔ? 
 4. Bobɔ edziban ahorow ebiasa a wɔtɔn no wɔ gua mu hɔ?     
3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object itur (gun)on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘I’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word itur Is /i/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and  
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word itur Is /i/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
itur Is /i/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word itur 
Is /i/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word iԑ,ԑi,ei,ie  and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables OR 

• The facilitator says various words ai, ia ei ,ԑi,  and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable I i in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts it 
on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /i/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /i/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /i/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /i/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
                        ai, ei, ie,iԑ,ia, ԑi ,ii, ae, ee, ԑԑ                                                                                 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

ai, ei, ie, iԑ, ia, ԑi , ae, ee, ԑԑ 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 2 Day 1 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /o/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘o’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 
ai, ei, ie, ԑi, ia, ԑi                                                                                      
Warm Up: 

2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 2 Day 1 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary. Aponto, Mfikyir 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Ebԑn dwumadzi rokɔ do wɔ mfonyin yi mu? 

2. Woana na okitsa akasamu no? 

3. Sԑ iyi nyimpa no si nkyԑn a, bobɔ ndzԑmba ahorow ebiasa a ihu no wɔ dwumadzi no ase? 

4. Ebԑnadze na mbanyin no reyԑ? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object   Ogya (fire) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter O. 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word ogya Is 
/o/ 

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word ogya Is /o/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
ogya is /o/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
ogya Is /o/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word oa, oe, oԑ, ,io and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words ԑo,oi, ao, eo  ohurii and asks the girls to divide them 
in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable O o  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /o/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /o/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /o/ 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /o/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

  oo,oa, oe, oԑ, ,io, ԑo,oi, ao, eo ,ee 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

 oa, oe, oԑ, ,io, ԑo,oi, ao, eo 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 2 Day 2 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /ɔ/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘ɔ’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

            oa, oe, oԑ, ,io, ԑo,oi 

Warming up: Clap to find an item 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 2 Day 2 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary ebusuafo, akasamu 

Ask 4 questions 
1.  Nyimpa baahen na wɔresaw? 

2. Ebԑnadze ntsi na mbanyin binom rennsaw bi? 

3. Nyimpa baahen na wɔhyԑ kyԑw wɔ mfonyin yi mu? 

4. Ebԑnadze na wɔtaa yԑ no wɔ aponto ase ? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object ɔhen (king/chief) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘ɔ’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word ɔhen Is 
/ɔ./  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word ɔhen Is /ɔ / 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
ɔhen Is /ɔ / 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
ɔhen Is /ɔ / 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word ɔa, aɔ , ɔe, eɔ ,  and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words  ɔԑ, ԑɔ, ɔi ,iɔ  and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable ɔ ɔ  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /ɔ / 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /ɔ / 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /ɔ /  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /ɔ /  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

      ɔa, aɔ , ɔe, eɔ, ɔԑ, ԑɔ, ɔi ,iɔ  ,ɔo,oɔ 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

        ɔa, aɔ , ɔe, eɔ, ɔԑ, ԑɔ, ɔi ,iɔ  ,ɔo,oɔ 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 2   Day 3 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /u/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘u’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 
         a e ԑ, ɔa, aɔ,ɔԑ,  
 

Warming Up: in a circle mention your name and tell your friend next to you what you 
like and dislike. 

2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the image in the Students’ book Week 2 Day 3 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary. Anhwea, Paado 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Ana oye dԑ banyin bɔboa ne yer ma ɔayԑ edziban? 
2. Nyimpa baahen na wɔrekenkan buukuu no? 
3. Henfa na ebusuafo no wɔ? 
4. Nyimpa baahen na worusua adze? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object Buukuu (book)on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘u’ 
text. 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The middle and 
final sound  in the 
word buukuu Is 
/u/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
middle and final 
sound in the word 
buukuu Is /u/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
middle and final sound 
in the word buukuu Is 
/u/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
middle and final 
sound in the word 
buukuu Is /u/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 
 
Games 

• The facilitator says the word  ua,au,ue, ɔu , and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words ou, uԑ, ԑu, iu  and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable  U u  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /u/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /u/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /u/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /u/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
            ue,uԑ,ԑu iu, uo, uɔ, ou, ua,au,ue 
 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

ue,uԑ,ԑu iu, uo, uɔ, ou, ua,au,ue 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 2   Day 4 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /k/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘k’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

ue,uԑ,ԑu iu, uo, uɔ, ou, ua,au,ue 

Warming Up: clap to find a missing item 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 2 ay 4 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary. ronoa, adzesua 
 
Ask 4 questions: 
1.Ebԑnadze na awofo no reyԑ? 

2.Ebԑnadze na basiaba no rekyerԑw do no? 

3.Ebenadze na mbofra no so reyԑ? 

4.Nyimpa baahen na worusua adze? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  

Point to the object kԑntsԑn (basket). on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘k’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word kԑntsԑn 
Is /k/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word kԑntsԑn Is 
/k/    

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
kԑntsԑn Is /k/ 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word       
kԑntsԑn Is /k/ 
  
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 
 
Games 

• The facilitator says the word ka,ki, ko, ku and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words ke,kua,kuo, kae   and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable K k .in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /k/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /k/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /k/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /k/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
 Ke, ka, ko, ki, ku, koa, kae, kaa, koe, kui 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

 Ka, ko, kɔ, ku kae kou, kue, kua, kia, kɔe 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 3 Day 1 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /b/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘b’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

       ae, ea, ki, kԑ, koa, kae 

warm up : Facilitator asks children to form a circle and sing “ dedende kwa yo”  for few 
minutes to prepare themselves actively for the lesson. 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 3 Day 1 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  epirakur, bɔgya 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Woana na ogyina banyinba no ne nkyԑn no? 
2. Kyerԑ ndzԑmba ebiasa a wɔyԑ ma obi a w’epira? 
3. Ebԑnadze na Maame no reyԑ? 
4. Kyerԑ siantsir a Maame no reyԑ dԑm? 

3 Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object bɔɔl (ball) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter   ‘b’. 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word bɔɔl Is 
/b/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and  
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word bɔɔl  is /b/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
bɔɔl is /b/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word  
bɔɔl is /b/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word ba , bu ,be, bԑ, ,and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words  bi,bo,bɔ,bie   and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable B b .in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /b/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /b/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
/b/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /b/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
          bio bia, boa, bua, bɔi, bea, baa, bԑba, bobɔ, buukuu 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is..´  If the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  

Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  
 baba bԑba bi 
 buukuu bɔboa bɔi bio 
 bɔkɔ beebi bio aba 
 bobɔ bea a bԑka bi 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 3   Day 2 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /m/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘m’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

•  ae, bi, kɔ, bԑ, buukuu, bea 

Warm up: facilitator asks children to sing a familiar song for few minutes. 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book - Week 3 day 2 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  awerԑkyekyer, kyekyer 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Ebԑnadze na basiaba no a ɔdze abaa nantsew no reyԑ? 
2. Ana oye dԑ yԑbɔboa obi a w’epira a? 
3. Bobɔ ndԑmba ebiasa ɔdze pira ba? 
4. Kyerԑ akwan ahorow anan a yebotum afa do esiw pira ano? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object mango(mango) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘m’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word mango Is 
/m/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word mango Is 
/m/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
mango Is /m/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
mango Is /m/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word ma , me, mi , mu  and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words mԑ, mo, mɔ, mba and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable M m .in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /m/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /m/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
/m/ 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /m/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

      mbo, mua, mia, moa, mee, bim, bɔm, bom, bum, kɔm 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

ma me muoko bi 
mba bɔkɔ beebi aba 
kɔm bԑba ma moa 
kɔm ma mboa bua. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 3   Day 3 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /s/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘s’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

mboa,mi,mo,kɔ,kɔm,bua 

warm up.  
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book - Week 3 Day 3 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary. ayarsabea, doroba 

Ask 4 questions: 
1.Henfa na wɔdze abofra no kɔ? 

2. Ebԑnadze na wɔdze akyekyer n’epirakur no? 

3. Woana na ɔrohwԑ n’epirakur no ma no no? 

4.Ebԑn edwuma na dԑm nyimpa yi yԑ wɔ ayarsabea hɔ?        

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object sundze (a pillow) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘s’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word sundze Is 
/s/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word sundze Is / 
s/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
sundze Is /s/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
sundze Is /s/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word, sa, se, sԑ, si  and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words, so ,sɔ, su, sԑe   and asks the girls to divide them in 
syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable S s  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /s/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /s/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /s/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /s/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
     si sa, sie, aso, asɔ, som, sum, sua, soa, asaase 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

sie sika sokoo 
susu asaase ma me 
sensen sekan sim 
sԑ asԑm ba a su. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 3   Day 4 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /t/. 

• Know for to read the letter/syllable ‘t’.. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

so,  kae,  susu, boa, moa, mi 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the image in the student book - week 3_day 4 and 
starts a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  Nԑԑse, abɔdomaba 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Henfa na nyia ɔrohwԑ abofra no yԑ edwuma? 
2. Ebԑnadze na wɔdze reyԑ abɔdomaba no? 
3. Ebԑnadze ntsi na wɔrowɔ abɔdomaba no doroba? 
4. Bobɔ ayarsabea ebiasa bi a inyim edzin.          
3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object Tam (cloth) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘t’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word tam Is 
/t/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word tam Is / t/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
tam Is /t/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word tam 
Is /t/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word ta, te, tԑ, to,   and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words  tutu,totɔ, toatoa, tutɔn,  and asks the girls to divide 
them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable T t  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /t/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /t/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /t/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /t/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

        tu, tɔ, te, to, ta, tae, tum, tam, tɔe, tom, 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is..´  If the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  
      
        obi bɔtɔ tam ama me 
        sua ma me 
        amba tɔɔ abԑ 
        sum tum ma obi su 
        aba tutu tam tumm 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading . 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 4   Day 1 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /d/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘d’.. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

 tutu, mua,boa, toa, kɔ,mba 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book -Week 3_Day 3 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary. “ambulanse”, asopitsi 

Ask 4 questions: 
1.  Henfa na wɔdze abofra no kɔ no? 
2.  Kyerԑ nyimpakuw ebien a wɔyԑ edwuma wɔ hɔ 
3.  Woana dze abofra no kɔr hɔ? 
4.  Wosii dԑn dze abofra no kɔree hɔ? 
 Warm up: 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object Dua (tree) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘d’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word dua Is 
/d/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word dua Is /d/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
dua Is /d/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word dua 
Is /d/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word  da, due, dum, dede and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words dadu, daadaa, dabaa, dase and asks the girls to 
divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable D d  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /d/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /d/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is Id /  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /d/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

  da, di, du, do, due, dam, adaka, adan, daadaa, dede 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

bɔdɔm da dua kԑse bi ase 
dɔkɔdɔkɔ kɔm tum ma aba su 
me ba si me do bio 
amba tɔɔ duaba dɔkɔdɔkɔ bi 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 4  Day 2 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /p/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘p’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lesson 

 daadaa, dede, dua,dam, akokɔ, mbaa 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 3 Day 3 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
   1.  Bobɔ nyimpakuw ahorow ebien a wɔkɔ asopitsi. 
   2.  Kyerԑ dza dԑm nyimpakuw yi kԑyԑ wɔ asopitsi hɔ. 
   3.  Bobɔ ndzԑmba ahorow ebiasa a ibohu no wɔ asopitsi edzin. 
   4.  Ana akɔ asopitsi da a? ka dza ekԑyԑe. 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object pon (table) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘p’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word pon Is 
/p/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word pon Is /p/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
pon Is /p/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word pon 
Is /p/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word pa, pam,pata, pasaa  and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words paa, pae, pataku, patapaa  and asks the girls to 
divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable  P p  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /p/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /p/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /p/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /p/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

      pԑ, po, pɔ, pi, pe, pem, piapia, pim,  petee,  papa 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is..´  If the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.    

papa maa me poma bi 
kofi baa pia mu 
mobɔ mpaa daa 
po tum bu dua. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 
 
Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 4   Day 3 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /w/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘w’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 
po, pia, pam, sie,bue, akokɔ 

2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the image in the illustration for the student book 
week 4 day 3 
 and starts a conversation  

Explain the difficult vocabulary. Busuanyi, wiir 

 Ask 4 questions: 
1. Ebԑnadze na abofra no reyԑ? 
2. Ebԑnadze na maame no so reyԑ? 
3. Ebԑnadze ntsi na maame no roboa abofra no ma ɔakenkan no? 
4. Ka mboa ebien a yebotum dze aboa dԑm nkorɔfo yi? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object   wɔdur (mortar) the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘w’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word wɔdur Is 
/w/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word wɔdur Is 
/w/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
wɔdur Is /w/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
wɔdur Is /w/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word wa, we,wɔ, wu and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or  

• The facilitator says various words wawa,wimu,waa,wɔw  and asks the girls to divide 
them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable W  w  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /w/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /w/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /w/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /w/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

wi, wie, wia, wɔ, wo, wɔmbaa, wesee, awɔw, ɔwɔ, adow 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

     ɔwɔ dadaw bi aba bio 
     wɔmbaa pii wɔ pia mu 
     wɔwɔ sika kɔkɔɔ pii 
     wo so ka asԑm bi 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 4   Day 4 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /n/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘n’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

 wɔmbaa,  asa,   wawa, pia,  abԑ, bobaa 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the students’ book - Week 4_Day 4 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
      1.  Ebԑnadze na basiaba no reyԑ? 

      2.   Nyimpa a ɔnye basiaba no gyina hɔ no yԑ ebԑn edwuma? 

      3.   Ebԑn mboa ebien na yebotum dze aboa hɔn a wɔwɔ tsebea yi mu no? 

      4.   Henfa na sԑ yԑyar a yedzi kan kɔ? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object nam (fish) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘n’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word nam Is 
/n/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word nam Is /n / 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
nam Is /n/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
nam Is /n/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word no, ne, nu,  na and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words nana ,nsu , nsa, nanka and asks the girls to divide 
them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable N n  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /n/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /n/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /n/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /n/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

 nu, no, na, ne, ni nda, nunu, nua, ano, anaa 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ If the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

     nanka aka nana ne nan 
     nam pii aba po mu 
     bɔ dan no mu ma ombue 
     nom nsu no bi 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 5 – REMEDIAL TEACHING 

Week 5 is a week for remedial teaching. The facilitator needs to analyze the results 
from the ASER assessment to: 
 
1. Define which letters and words were most complicated and repeat 1 lesson each 

day during week 5. 
2. If many are still on letter level: 

a. Spend most of the time in the lesson on step 1,4 and 5. The use of 
flashcards and decoding activities is crucial to advance from letter level 
to words. 

b. Invite the girls who have the most difficulties in the individual practice 
during the I do, we do, you do practice but also in the decoding of 
words on the blackboard. 

c. During step 5: pay in particular attention to these girls who are still on 
initial level or letter level. Sit next to them to practice reading in pairs. 

3. The girls who are already on paragraph or story level can be a tutor to the girls 
who are on letter or initial level. 
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Week 6   Day 1 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /f/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘f’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

       na ,nana, susu, akokɔ,no, nan 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the students’ book Week 6 Day 1 and 
start a conversation  

Explain the difficult vocabulary. ahwehwԑ, afe 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Nyimpa baahen na wɔwɔ mfonyin yi mu? 

2. Hɔn mu baahen na wɔyԑ mbanyin? 

3. Hɔn mu baahen na wɔyԑ mbaa? 

4. Mbasiafo no reyԑ ebԑnadze? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object fafranta (butterfly) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘f ’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word fafranta 
Is /f/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word fafranta Is / 
f/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
fafranta Is /f/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
fafranta Is /f/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word fa, fe, fi,  fo  and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words  fufu, fata, femfam,fufuw, and asks the girls to 
divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable F f  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /f/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /f/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /f/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /f/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

                 fɔ, fԑ, fu, fi, fa, fiefo, fona, fow, fԑm, afon 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

          fufu no afon me 
          dan fԑԑfԑw no ebu 
          fow dua kԑse no 
          fԑm me wo sekan no 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 6   Day 2 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /y/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘y’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

   fa, fufu, fufuw, sekan, dan, fɔn,  
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the students’ book - Week 6_Day 2 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Ebԑnadze na mbanyin no reyԑ? 

2. Woana na w’akɔ beebi a woyi tsir da? 

3. Ebԑnadze na ekyԑyԑԑ no wɔ hɔ? 

4. Bobɔ ndzԑmba ebiasa a ihun no wɔ hɔ edzin.     

3. Phonological Awareness 10  

Point to the object yabaa (earthenware bowl) on the alphabet chart to introduce the 
new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘y’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word yabaa Is 
/y/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word yabaa Is 
/y/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
yabaa Is /y/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
yabaa Is /y/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word   ya,  ye,yi,  yԑ, and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words yaayaw,  yԑbea,  yie,  yafun  and asks the girls to 
divide them in syllables by clapping hands. 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable Y y in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /y/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /y/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is / y/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /y/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

  ye, yԑ, yi yo, ya, yawda, yieyԑ, yaw, yaayaw, yiyi 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

             me yafun yԑ me yaw yie 
            Akosua mmpԑ me yieyԑ  
             yԑbԑyԑ na yԑakɔ fie 
             yԑ ma ɔnyԑ fԑw  

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 6   Day 3 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /hw/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘hw’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lesson 
         Yabaa, yaayaaw, mbaa, yԑ, yafun, yieyԑ. 

Warm up: 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book - Week 6_Day 3 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Henfa na nyimpa a wɔwɔ mfonyin yi mu no wɔ? 
2. Nyimpa baahen na ihu hɔn wɔ mu? 
3. Ebԑnadze na Papa no na Maame no reyԑ? 
4. Ebԑn kwan na mbofra a wɔwɔ mfonyin yi mu afa esiesie hɔnho? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object ahwer (sugar cane). on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘hw’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The middle sound 
in the word ahwer 
Is /hw/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
middle sound in 
the word ahwer 
Is /hw/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
ahwer Is /hw/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
ahwer Is /hw/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word     hwi, hwe , hwԑ, hwo and asks the girls to stand up 
when they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words hwim, ahwehwԑ, nhwehwԑmu ,hwehwԑ  and 
asks the girls to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable HW  hw in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /hw/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /hw/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /hw/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /hw/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

 hwi, hwe, hwԑ, hwo, hwa, hwee, hwim, hwii, ahwehwe, ahwԑyie 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

   hwehwԑ ahwehwԑ na hwԑ mu 
   owifo no hwiim sika no 
   hwehwԑ amba ma me 
   hwew nsu no yie 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 6   Day 4 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /nw/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable 
‘nw’.. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

 ɔhwew, dan, mu  hwԑ , yafun,  ahwehwԑ 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the students’ book - week 6_day 4 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Henfa na nyimpa yi rokɔ? 
2. Ebԑnadze na papa no dze reyԑ edwuma no? 
3. Ebԑnadze na basia no dze reyԑ edwuma no? 
4. Ebԑnadze bio na ihu no wɔ mfonyin yi mu? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object nwaba (snail) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘nw’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word nwaba Is 
/nw/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word nwaba Is 
/nw/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
nwaba Is /nw/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
nwaba Is /nw/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word    nwi,nwa ,nwi,nwɔ and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words nwin, nwewee , nwanwa , anwew  and asks the 
girls to divide them in syllables by clapping hands  
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable NW nw in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /nw/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /nw/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /nw/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /nw/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard   

  nwi, nwa, nwe, nwԑ, now, nwanwa, nwoma, nwewee, nwaba, anwew 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

     nwaba nam nwaanwaa dodo 
     wanwew no yԑ nwionn dodo. 
     nwoma yi yԑ nwin  
     tɔ anwew kɔ fie 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 7   Day 1 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /kw/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘kw’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

 
Steps Routines Time 

 
1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

 wa, hwehwԑ, ɔbaa, ɔsɔfo, nwaba, abaa 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book -Week 7_Day 1 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Ebԑnadze na ihu wɔ mfonyin yi mu? 
2. Ebԑnadze na kyerԑkyerԑnyi no reyԑ? 
3. Kyerԑkyerԑnyi no yԑ banyin anaa basia? 
4. Henfa na basiaba no a ɔhyԑ ahwehwԑenyiwa no tse?  

 
Warming up: 
3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object kwan (road) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘kw’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word kwan Is 
/kw/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word kwan Is / 
kw/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
kwan Is /kw/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
kwan Is /kw/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word kwa, kwԑ, kwu, kwe and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words kwadu, kwan,kwansԑn,nkwa and asks the girls to 
divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable KW kw  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /kw/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /kw/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /kw/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /kw/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

  kwi, kwԑ, kwo, kwa, kwe, Kwame, kwansԑn, kwata, nkwanta, akwaaba 

Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

Kwesida akwantu yԑ akwansin anan. 
Wɔwɔ nkwan wɔ kwansԑn no mu. 
Dua ebu da kwan no mu. 
Kwame maa me nanom akwaaba. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 7 Day 2 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /ny/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘ny’.. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

          gyata, semina, akwantu, gyinabew, nda, afe 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book -Week 7_Day 4 
and starts a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Mbofra baahen na wɔhyԑ ahwehwԑenyiwa. 
2. Hɔn mu baahen na wɔtse whiir mu? 
3. Ebԑnadze na mbofra no reyԑ? 
4. Hɔn mu baahen na wonnhu adze? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object Enyiwa (eye) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘ny’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The middle sound 
in the word 
enyiwa Is /ny/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
middle sound in 
the word enyiwa 
Is /ny/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word enyiwa   Is /ny/ 

 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word enyiwa Is /ny/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word nya,  nye, nyԑ,  nyi  and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words nyew, nyena, nyamesԑm,  nyansa and asks the 
girls to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable  NY ny in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /ny/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /ny/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /ny/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /ny/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

      nye, nya, nyԑ, nyi, nyo, nyinsen, enyibue, enyikan, enyidado, enyika 

 Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

      nyansa ahyԑse nye nyamesԑm 
      nya enyidado wɔ nyame enyim 
      nyԑnko bɔn nnyi enyibue koraa 
      enyito ama nyimpa yԑ enyitan 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 7   Day 3 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /tw/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘tw’ 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

kwata,  kwesida, nwaba, kutu, kwan, dua 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book - Week 7_Day 2 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Mbaa a wɔwɔ skuul dan mu hɔ no yԑ baahen? 

2. Hɔn mu baahen na wɔhyԑ ahwehwԑenyiwa? 

3. Ebԑnadze ntsi na wɔhyԑ ahwehwԑenyiwa? 

4. Mbanyin baahen na wɔwɔ skuul dan mu hɔ? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object atwԑr (frog) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘tw’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The middle sound 
in the word atwԑr 
Is /tw/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
middle sound in 
the word atwԑr Is 
/tw/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
second sound in the 
word atwԑr Is /tw/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
second sound in the 
word atwԑr Is /tw/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word twi,twa,twe,twu  and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words twutwuw, twitwa, twetwe, ɔtwe and asks the girls 
to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable TW tw  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /tw/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /tw/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /tw/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /tw/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

twe, twi, twa, twu, twɔ, twann, twi, twom, twuw, twuwii  

Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ If the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

ɔtwe na nantwi botwaa mu 
twe -ma- montwe twann nnyԑ 
twitwa nam no na tweɔn me 
twutwuw wo se na fow atwer no.   

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 7   Day 4 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /gy/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘gy’.. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

ɔtwe , apɔkye, fom, nwin,kwan, twuw 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book – Week 7_Day 3 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
              1.Nyimpa baahen na wɔwɔ mfonyin yi mu? 

             2.Hɔn mu baahen na wɔyԑ mbaa? 

             3.Hɔn mu baahen na wɔyԑ mbanyin? 

             4. Hɔn mu baahen na wɔdze abaa nantsew? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object gyata (lion) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘gy’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word gyata Is 
/gy/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word gyata Is / 
gy/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
gyata Is /gy/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
gyata Is /gy/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the words gye, gya, gyԑ, gyi and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllablesor 

• The facilitator says various words gyegye, gyina, gyinabew,  gyedԑ  and asks the girls 
to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable GY  gy in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /gy/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /gy/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /gy/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /gy/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 
 
gye, gya, gyԑ gyi, gyo, gyata, gyedzi, agyenkwa, egyanan, ɔgyefo 
 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

     gyaa, gyedzi gyangyan no mu. 
     egyanka biara enyi   gye.  
     egyapa da yie. 
     engyin gyina gyaadze hɔ. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 8 Day 1 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /hy/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘hy’.. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

    nyam nyԑnko, nyim, nyinsen,weɔn, fafa,dede 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the image in the Students’ book -Week 8_Day 1 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Bobɔ ndzԑmba a ɔwɔ mfonyin yi mu no edzin. 
2. Mbaa baahen na ihu hɔn wɔ mfonyin yi mu? 
3. Ebԑnadze na mbaa yi reyԑ? 
4. Mbanyin baahen na wɔwɔ mfonyin yi mu? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object nhyiren (flower) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘hy’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The middle sound 
in the word 
nhyiren Is /hy/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
middle sound in 
the word nhyiren 
Is /hy/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word nhyiren Is /hy/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word nhyiren Is /hy/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word hye, hyԑ, hyi,hya, and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words hyehyԑ,  hyeehyew, hyԑbea,  adehye and asks the 
girls to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable HY hy  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /hy/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /hy/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /hy/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /hy/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

hyi, hye, hya, hyԑ, hyo, ahyԑmu, ahyԑse, ahyԑnsew, nhyehyԑԑ, nhyia, nhyԑ 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

Ahyԑse no dɔm no a wɔwɔ nhyiamu no ase no yԑԑ nhyehyԑԑ a ɔbԑma kuw no etu 
mpon. 
Wohyiae no, woyii ahyԑnanmu ma ɔbԑhyԑԑ dadaw no anan mu. 
Nna dan no mu yԑ hyew, iyi maa dɔm no puee paado.  
Kwame gyinae kasae ma dɔm no nyaa abotɔ yamu. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
 
1. Aber bԑn na dɔm no yԑԑ nhyehyԑe no? 
2. Ebԑn nhyehyԑԑ na wɔyԑe? 
3. Ebԑnadze na wohyiaa mu no wɔyԑe? 
4. Ebԑnadze ntsi na dɔm no puee paado no? 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 8   Day 2 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /ky/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘ky’.. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

 wansema, saw,   akwanhyia,  nhyiamu, fԑm,  nwoma 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book - Week 8_Day 2 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1.  Ebԑnadze na mbanyin no reyԑ wɔ mfonyin yi mu? 

2. Henfa na skuulfo yi wɔ? 

3. Bobɔ ndzԑmba a okitsa hɔn no edzin? 

4. Kyerԑ mbrԑ wosi dze ndzԑmba no biara  dzi dwuma. 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object kyen (drum) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘ky’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word kyen Is 
/ky/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word kyen Is / 
ky/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
kyen Is /ky/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
kyen Is /ky/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word kyi, kye ,kyԑ, kya  and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words kyinkyim kyiakyia, kyekyԑ,kyenam, and asks the 
girls to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable KY ky in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /ky/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /k/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /ky/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /ky/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

kye, kyԑ, kyi, kya, kyo, kyԑw, kyekye, kyenam, akyem, kyim, nkyen, okyi 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

Kyԑw no yԑԑ dɔm no fԑw ma obiara bekyiaa kofi ne nsamu 
Iyi maa ɔyԑԑ dԑ ɔbԑkyԑ obiara sika ma wɔakɔtɔ kyenam na bankye kyewee. 
Asԑm a kofi kae no maa nkyekyԑmu baa dɔm no mu. 
Abam na Ekuwa fii dɔm no mu, osiandԑ hɔn bo fuwii. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 

1.Ebԑnadze na ɔyԑԑ dɔm no fԑw no? 
2.Ebԑnadze na dɔm no yԑe? 
3.Akyԑdze bԑn na kofi yԑԑ n’adwen dԑ ɔdze bԑma dɔm no? 
4. Ebԑnadze na ɔmaa Abam na Ekuwa fii dɔm no mu? 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 8   Day 3 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /dz/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘dz’.. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 
akye, aban, gyata, kwan, sisiw,dodow 

    warm up:  
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book - Week 8_Day 3 
and starts a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary. 1. skuulfo   2. ahosiesie 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Bobɔ ndzԑmba ahorow a ihu no wɔ mfonyin yi mu no edzin. 

2. Henfa na skuulfo yi rokɔ? 

3. Mbanyin hɔn ahosiesie no tse dԑn? 

4. Kyerԑ mbrԑ mbaa no so esi esiesie hɔnho. 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object edziban (food) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘dz’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The middle sound 
in the word 
edziban Is /dz/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
middle sound in 
the word edziban 
Is / dz/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word edziban Is /dz/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word edziban Is /dz/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word dza,  dzԑ, dze, dzi and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words dzifuu, dzidzi, dzendzen,dzinn  and asks the girls 
to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable DZ dz  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /dz/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /dz/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /dz/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /dz/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

dzi, dze, dza, dzԑ, dzo, dzin, dzidzifo dzendzen, adzetɔn, adzesua. 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is…´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

Adzetɔmfo no dze hɔn ndzԑmba baa gua dadaw no mu. 
ɔhen no maa wɔdze edziban no guu dan kԑse bi mu. 
Wɔ dzifuu bosoom no mu no, ɔdzefo bi dze sika bɔboaa mbabaawa hɔn skuul kɔ. 
Mbabaawa no suoo adzesua mu dzendzenndzen ma wobenyaa dzibew wɔ ɔman 
no mu. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 

1.Henfa na adzetɔnfo no dze hɔn ndzԑmba no kogui no? 
2.Ebԑn aber na ɔdzefo no bɔboaa mbabaawa no? 
3.Ebԑn kwan na mbabaawa no suoo adzesua no mu? 
4.Mbabaawa no hɔn adzesua no kowiee dԑn?  
6. Writing excercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 8 Day 4 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /dw/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘dw’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

dzen,hwem, ahwehwԑ, sisiw, ewim,nyena 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the image in the Students’ book - Week 8_Day 4 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary. 1. Suapɔn 2. 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Ana skuulfo yi hyԑ skuul atar a? 
2. Ebԑnadze ntsi a? 
3. Woana na ɔakԑsera obi wɔ suapɔn mu da? 
4. Soronko bԑn na ɔda wo skuul na suapɔn ntamu? 
3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object dwomba (pestle for pounding fufu). on the alphabet chart to 
introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘dw’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word dwomba 
Is /dw/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word dwomba Is 
/dw/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
dwomba Is /dw/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word 
dwomba Is /dw/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word  dwe,dwi, ,dwo,dwu  and asks the girls to stand up when 
they recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words dwumadzi, dwowda, dwendwen, adwen and 
asks the girls to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable DW dw in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /dw/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /dw/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /dw/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /dw/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

dwi, dwu, dwo, dwe, dwa, dwuma, dwen, dwuw, dwow, dwowda 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

Ndwontofo no dwendween ndwom a wɔbɔtow wɔ dwumadzi no ase. 
Botae a ɔnam do ma wɔhyehyԑԑ dwumadzi no nye dԑ, 
 nna wɔpԑ dwԑԑtԑԑ dze esiesie dan dadaw no. 
iyi maa wɔyԑԑ nhyehyԑԑ dԑ dwowda wɔbԑfa edwumayԑfo ma woekesiesie dan no. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 

1. Ebԑnadze na ndwomtofo no dwendween ho no? 
2. Kyerԑ siantsir a ɔnam do ma wɔhyehyԑԑ dwumadzi no? 
3. Ebԑn da na wɔbԑfa edwumayԑfo no? 
4. Sԑ yeyi ndwontow  si nkyԑn a, ebԑn ndwuma ahorow na yebotum ayԑ dze enya sika? 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 9   Day 1 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /r/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘r’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 
 dwen, fa, wura,hyehyԑ,hwen,sika 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book Week 9 Day 1 and 
start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Bobɔ edwumayԑfo ahorow ebiasaa a ihu hɔn wɔ mfonyin yi mu edzin. 
2. Kyerԑ edwuma a hɔn mu biara yԑ 
3. Kyerԑ bea a edwumayԑfo yi mu biara yԑ n’edwuma. 
4. Bobɔ edwuma ahorow bi a inyim ka iyinom ho. 
3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object preko (pig) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘r’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The second sound 
in the word prԑko 
Is /r/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
second sound in 
the word prԑko Is 
/r/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
second sound in the 
word prԑko Is /r/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
second sound in the 
word prԑko Is /r/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word re,  ro,  ri ,ru and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words rutu,robɔ,ridzi, rokɔ, and asks the girls to divide 
them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable R r  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /r/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /r/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /r/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /r/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

  ri, ro, ra, ru, re, ridzi, rosoa, bra, kra, frԑ   

     Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

Mbowa nyina frԑԑ nhyiamu dԑ wobeyi baanodzinyi. 
Preko kaa dԑ, ɔno na ɔadɔr seradze a ɔsԑ dԑ wosi no. 
Wɔdze nkra kԑmaa sebɔ a ɔyԑ mbowa nyina hwԑdofo no ma  
 ɔdze serew kaa dԑ, ɔremmpen ma preko nnyԑ baanodzinyi mma ondzidzi prԑtse 
mu, 
osiandԑ onndzi noho nyi. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 

1.  Woananom na wɔfrԑ nhyiamu no? 
2.  Ebԑnadze ntsi na wɔfrԑ nhyiamu? 
3.  Woana na nna ɔpԑ baanodzinyi dzibew no? 
4.  Kyerԑ siantsir a sebɔ ammpen do dԑ wɔdze bԑma no no? 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 

7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 9 Day 2 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /ts/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘ts’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

hwew, dwi, oguan, frԑ, serew, rusu 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book -Week 9_Day 2 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary. 1.eguadzi, 2. mfirdwuma 

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Bobɔ edziban ahorow anan a yenya fi ekuadwuma mu? 

2. Kyerԑ mfaso ebiasa yenya fi ekuadwuma mu. 

3. Bobɔ ndzԑmba enum a wɔtɔn no wɔ guamu edzin? 

4. Kyerԑ egua ho mfaso ebiasa. 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object tsir (the head of a human being). on the alphabet chart to introduce 
the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘ts’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The first sound in 
the word tsir Is 
/ts/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
first sound in the 
word tsir Is / ts/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
first sound in the word 
tsir Is /ts/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The first 
sound in the word tsir 
Is /ts/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word tsi,tse,tsԑ,tsa,   and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words tsetsew, tsiabaa, tsenabea, atsenka and asks the 
girls to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable TS ts  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and 
puts it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /ts/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /ts/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /ts/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /ts/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

    tse, tsi, tsu, tsa, tsԑ, tsentsen, tsiatsia, tsenabea, atser, atsenka 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

Kofi tsew ekutu maa Esi  
Esi yԑԑ ntsԑm dze ekutu no kԑmaa ne maame. 
Kofi kaa dԑ nkyԑ ɔpԑ dԑ ɔnye Esi na ne maame kԑtsena 
naaso Esi ne maame kaa kyerԑ no dԑ, 
wonnyi tsenabew pii ntsi ɔnsan nye n’awofo nkԑtsena. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
1. Ebԑnadze na Kofi dze maa Esi no? 
2. Esi dze akyԑdze no yԑԑ dԑn? 
3. Ebԑn asԑm na Kofi kaa kyerԑ Esi na ne na no? 
4. Asԑm bԑn na Esi ne na kaa kyerԑԑ kofi? 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading. 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 9   Day 3 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /h/. 

• Know how to read the letter/syllable ‘h’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 

fa,tsesew,ridzi,bɔdɔm, tserew, asɔw 
2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the images in the Students’ book – Week 9 _Day 3 
and start a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Kyerԑ mfaso ebien a yenya fi mfirdwuma mu? 
2. Bobɔ mfirdwuma ebien a inyim. 
3. Ebԑnadze na basia no reyԑ? 
4. Bobɔ ndzԑmba ebiasa a ɔwɔ basia no n’edwuma mu hɔ edzin. 
3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object ahataw (a Leaf) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘h’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The second sound 
in the word 
ahataw Is /h/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
second sound in 
the word ahataw 
Is /h/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word ahataw Is /s/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
second sound in the 
word ahataw Is /h/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word    ho,hԑ,hu,ha, and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words honam, hohom, hɔho, huhuihu  and asks the girls 
to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable H h  in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /h/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /h/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /h/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /h/  

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

             ha, hu, ho, hi, hԑ, huntuma, honam, hiahia, haahar, ahotɔ 

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is...´ if the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

ɔhen bi tsenaa ase, nna ɔwɔ ahaban pii. 
ɔnamdԑ nna n’ahemfie hɔ yԑ ahomka ntsi nna ahɔho 
pii taa ba bԑda hɔ. Iyi maa aber biara ɔdze hoahoa noho dԑ 
ɔhen biara nnsen no wɔ ahendzi mu. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 

1. Ebԑnadze na ɔhen no wɔ? 
2. Kyerԑ siantsir kor a ɔnam do ma ahɔho taa ba ahemfie hɔ? 
3. Ebԑnadze na ahɔho no bԑyԑ wɔ ahemfie hɔ? 
4. Asԑm bԑn na ɔhen no ka dze hoahoa noho no? 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading . 

7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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Week 9   Day 4 

 Literacy 

Preparation 

• Objects and self-made material to 
prepare 

• Decodable text and books to read 

• Activity books for girls to write 

• Prepare 10 syllables or words to decode 

Objectives 

• Recognize and pronounce the sound of the 
letter /g/. 

• Know for to read the letter/syllable ‘g’. 

• Know how to read syllables and words 
with the letter learned 

Steps Routines Time 
 

1.  Review 5 

• Verification of homework activities 

• Flashcard activities with 6 letters, syllables and words from previous lessons 
 
fa ,tsesew, ridzi, bɔdɔm, tserew, asɔw,honam, 

2.  Oral language development  10 
The facilitator orients the girls to look at the image in the student book - week 5_day 4 and 
starts a conversation  
Explain the difficult vocabulary.  

Ask 4 questions: 
1. Ebԑn edwuma na wɔreyԑ no mfonyin yi mu no? 
2. Ebԑnadze na basia no reyԑ ho edwuma no? 
3. Tԑlԑbihyen ahen na ɔwɔ edwuma mu hɔ? 
4. Sԑ yeyi tԑlԑbihyen no si nkyԑn a ebԑn kasafir bio na ɔwɔ edwuma mu hɔ? 

3. Phonological Awareness 10  
Point to the object oguan (goat) on the alphabet chart to introduce the new letter 

Introduce the name of the letter: Today we are going to learn the sound of the letter ‘g’ 

  I do  
 
The facilitator: 
´The middle sound 
in the word oguan 
Is /g/  

´We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: ´The 
middle sound in 
the word oguan Is 
/g/ 

  You do 
 
The girls alone: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word oguan Is /g/ 
 

 You do 
 
Some girls with 
difficulties: ´The 
middle sound in the 
word oguan Is /g/ 
 

The facilitators asks the girls to mention words that contain the letter/syllable in focus 

Games 

• The facilitator says the word gu,gor, gua, gow  and asks the girls to stand up when they 
recognize certain letters/syllables or 

• The facilitator says various words egudzi, nguabɔ, eguadzi,agodzi  and asks the girls 
to divide them in syllables by clapping hands 
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4. Decoding 15  
The facilitator write the letter/syllable G g in capital and lower case on a flashcard and puts 
it on the wall. 

 I do 
 
The facilitator: 
The sound of this 
letter is /g/ 

 We do 
 
The facilitator and 
the girls: The sound 
of this letter is /g/ 

  You do 
 
Only the girls: The 
sound of this letter 
is /g/  

 You do 
 
Some girls with 

difficulties: The sound 

of this letter is /g/ 

Write down 10 decodable syllables/small words on the blackboard 

gu, ga, gi, go, ge, agor, eguradze, gua, guar, gu  

• Ask individual girls to read out one syllable or word each 

• Help girls that have difficulties reading by decoding it into syllables or letters. 

• Say ´Let´s read together´ and point to the letter while saying ´The sound of the 
syllable/letter is..´  If the girl does not know the sound of syllable, go to the letter level. 

• Only say the sounds if the girls does not know them or if she does not know how to blend 
them together. 

5. Peer reading 10  
Girls read in pairs decodable words and short stories from the activity book.  

Ber a nguanhwԑfo dze hɔn nguan rokɔ gua no, 
Nguan no guanee faa dan no ekyir. 
Iyi maa nguanhwԑfo no hwehwԑԑ hɔn berԑe ansaana woruhu hɔn. 
Nna w’aberԑ ntsi, wɔtsenaa egua do gyee hɔn ahom. Ber a wodur guamu hɔno, 
Oguan no kor guanee ma okohuee guadzinyi bi n’angoa gui ma wotuaa kaw. 

When one girl reads, the other accompanies. 

Facilitator walks around asking girls to read out and provide remedial teaching where 
needed. 
 
1. Henfa na nguanhwԑfo no dze nguan no rokɔ no? 
2. Henfa na nguan no guanee fae no? 
3. Ebԑnadze na nguanhwԑfo no yԑe ber a wohun nguan no? 
4. Ebԑnadze na oguan kor no kohuee gui no? 
6. Writing exercise 10 
Girls work in the activity book writing the letter/syllable in focus and other writing exercises 
to reinforce reading . 
7. Literacy activities; games 30  
Girls work with the literacy kit: games, books etc in small groups 
Other activities could be related to creativity; designing book covers, illustrating, creative 
writing 

Facilitators walks around and provides remedial teaching to girls who need additional 
support. 

Every 5th week, the facilitator conducts ASER assessments to monitor progress. 
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13.Session Plans life skills 

Theme 1 – Environmental Issues 

 Material and preparation 

• Read the facilitator’s notes at the end of each session during preparation 

• Study the additional information at the end of the theme. 

• Ensure to inform community members about the research activity in 
Session 4. 

• Ask the community oversight committee to participate in the presentations 
in Session 8. 

 
 Objectives:  
 The learners will be able to: 

• State how and why it is necessary to keep their environment clean, healthy 
and beautiful 

• Be aware of the consequences of environmental issues related to pollution of 
soil, air and water in their communities. 

• Apply their skills and knowledge in a community research project  

• Present their findings and recommendation towards good environmental 
practices to improve the environment of the community environment.  
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Day 1 – Introduction to the theme  

               
1. Show the conversation poster ´Me and My Environment´ 

2. Group girls into pairs. Each group to discuss what they see and invite pairs to 

explain to the group what they see on the poster. 

3. Explain the theme, ´Environment. (Refer to Notes Session below) ´. 

4. Ask the paired girls to discuss what they know about the´Environment´ and invite 

some them to talk about it. 

5. Explain what environment is and how the people from the two villages on the 

poster are taking care of the environment in different ways. On the left side there 

are many bad examples and on the right side there are good examples.  

6. Ask the following questions and give time for the pairs to discuss and prepare an 

answer before going to the next question. Invite different pairs to share answers by 

asking the following questions: 

• Where does our water come from? 

• In what ways is the water from the river in your community being polluted? 

• What happens to us when we use the water to drink or wash ourselves? 

• What things do we use and throw away after we have used them? 

• How do the people on the right side of the poster dispose of their waste? 

• What could happen to the people in the village on the left side of the poster 

concerning the way they treat their waste? 

7. Read out the key information below to the girls. 

8. Close the session and explain that for the next two weeks they will be learning how 

to take care of their environment and conduct research on the environment in their 

own village. 

Notes Day 1 

The environment is the world around us; it is the ground, the air, the water.  It includes 
the plants, animals, crops, our houses. If we want to stay healthy, we need to make 
sure that our environment is clean. Everything is connected: When the water is 
polluted, the fish will can die, polluted water used to water our crops will make us sick, 
and if we bathe in it, or drink it, it could make us sick or cause diseases. People don’t 
know of the dire consequences that polluted water may cause. 
- A lot of money could be spent on medication and treatment at the hospital when 

people get sick 

- Attribution of diseases to witchcraft, while the real reason is pollution. 

- Visitors get a bad impression of the village because of the dirty environment. 

- Spreading of diseases could lead to high mortality rate.  

This theme explores the relationship between how we take care of the environment in 
our villages and what we can do to improve upon this. 
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Day 2 – Discussion 
 
1. Write a few key words discussed on Day 1 on a flipchart/ blackboard and ask paired 

girls to select one word and explain what they know about it.  

2. Organize a discussion about the topic: ́ Environment´ and in small groups ask girls 

to think in about Good practices and Bad practices around taking care of the 

environment in our community. 

NB. If the learning centre is close by the village, girls can explore the surrounding 
in groups and identify examples of both good and bad practices. 

3. Ask each group to present their group responses and list them on a blackboard or 

flipchart. For example: pollution of water, air and land. 

4. Add more information if needed, practices according to the notes below. 

5. Explain that this Club aims to improve the situation. We know that if we do not 

take care of our environment, we will experience the negative consequences of it.  

Everyone in our village should know of the importance of this and how to take care 

of our environment. The question is: 

How do we make sure that our village has a good environment? 
6. Ask the girls to think about the consequences of some of the types of pollution 
 

Notes Day 2 
 
If possible, invite a Health worker (nurse, doctor) to talk about the 
consequences of these bad practices for our health. 
 
Pollution of the environment takes place in various ways. Explain to the girls that 
pollution happens in water, air, land. Land particularly relates to the soil. Make sure 
to discuss the examples below: 
Air 

• Smoke from firewood, motors, factories can cause respiratory problems, asthma 

and, if the smoke is very toxic, severe health problems. 

• Burning plastic, rubber and other rubbish will create a toxic smoke. If this happens 

close to villages and homes, people could become sick. 

Water 

• Dispose of waste near the water. Rainwater and groundwater will take the harmful 

parts through the ground to the water. The same can happen with insecticides that 

are sprayed on land by farmers or by washing powder. This will be taken into the 

ground water and will pollute wells, rivers and other waters. 

• Dispose of waste in the river. Sewers which end in the rivers or water are an 

example of pollution of water. 

• Open defecation, including animal waste that is dumped near or in the river or well 

introduces bacteria and diseases in water and food, which affects people who bathe 

in the water. 

• Washing of cattle in or near the river or well will result in bacteria from the cattle 

getting in the river.  

 

 

• Washing cars, motors in or near the river or well will result in chemicals getting in 

the river. 
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Land (soil) 

• Too much chemicals used in farming will pollute the ground and the crops. The 

chemicals will stay on the vegetables and in the grass and will also be transferred 

to animals and humans. 

• As mentioned, pollution of the land automatically means pollution of the water.  

• Too much chemicals will damage the soil and the production of vegetables and fruit 

will be reduced. 

• Cutting trees and/or burning plants results in loss of nutrients in the soil, which 

will no longer hold water well and will heat up very quickly. Trees provide shade. 

They keep water in the ground and prevent the soil from being washed away when 

it rains heavily. 

It is very important that the girls understand that all these types of pollution will have 
an impact on many things.  

An example; If animal faeces are washed into the river by rain, fish could get sick. If 
you eat the fish, you could become sick. A pregnant mother´s fetus could become sick 
as well. 

Another example; if plastic waste is being burned close to a house, the boy of the family 
could have a throat infection. The mother needs to take him to the hospital and pay for 
medicines while she needed to money for food.  
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Day 3 – Planning Session 

1. Ask the girls to think about the types of pollution. Which ones do they remember? 

2. Divide the group in three smaller groups and give each group a topic Air, Water, 

Land. 

Each group has to list the types of pollution and should think about possible 
consequences of each type.  

3. Invite each group to present the types and consequences to the others. 

4. Create groups of four girls and explain the task: 

• Each group will prepare an interview with a community member. 

• In the interview they must ask questions to learn more about what the 

community member: 

o Knows about the environment and how to take care of it. 

o Does to take care of the environment 

o Does to pollute the environment 

o Needs to know or have to take care of the environment 

5. Each group thinks about 2 adults in the community they want to interview. 

Make sure that each group has people with different occupations. It could be a 
farmer, a fisherman, a village leader, a mother, a teacher, a nurse. 

6. Show the sample interview questions in the notes below and model how the 

interview should be done, including the introduction. Pay attention to: 

• Using a friendly tone 

• Introducing both interviewers and explaining the introduction. 

• Making sure that there is no other person around to influence the interviewee. 

• How to react when someone is not polite or does not want to answer questions. 

• Plan a day and time when they would be able to do the activity. This will be 

during the Life Skills hour in the ALP, the following day. 

• Who will be asking the questions and who will be writing down the answers?  

7. Ask the girls to copy the sample questions and add more questions if they have 

them. 

8. Ask the girls to role play the interview in pairs. Change roles to allow more practice. 

9. After the lesson is over, ensure that the girls will contact the person they will 

interview before the following day during the life skills hour. 

Note: the facilitator could also ask the community members to come to the 
Learning Centre instead of sending the girls to their houses. 
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Notes Day 3 – Sample interview 

Introduction: Hello, our names are___. We are conducting a research for our learning 
club about the environment and would like to have a short interview with you to learn 
more about how you take care of your environment. After the interview we will make 
a presentation about what we have learned in our learning club. Do you agree with 
doing an interview?  
If the response is yes, you can go on to ask the following questions 
1. What is your name? 

2. What work do you do during the day? 

3. Do you think the environment in our village is is well taken care of? 

4. Can you tell me how to take good care of the environment in our village? (clean or 

well organized?) 

5. Do you have bad examples of taking care of the environment in our village? 

6. What do you think are the biggest causes of pollution in our village? 

7. Do you know what could happen if people will defaecate or urinate in the river? 

8. Do you have an example of pollution of the land/soil? 

9. How do you personally take care of your environment in the house, or in the 

village? 

10. What would you like to see changed in our village to improve upon the 

environment? 

11. Do you have any questions for us? 

12. Finish: Thank you very much for your time. It was nice to talk to you. Goodbye. 
 
Note: While doing the interview, the girls should also pay attention to the 
surroundings of the house and look for good and bad examples of taking care of the 
environment. 
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Day 4 – Community research 

1. During the life skills session, the girls will conduct the interview and write down 

the responses. 

2. Check if all the girls have made sure that their interviewee is available. 

3. After the interview, the girls could go home and bring their notes and answers to 

the next session. 

Notes Day 4 

Identify a few community members before the session that would be able to participate 
in the interview, in case the girls have not confirmed the person they want to interview. 
The facilitator could tell them to go to the community members that the facilitator has 
already informed. 
 
If possible, walk around the community to see how the girls are doing. 

Day 5 – Prepare presentation 

1. Congratulate the girls on their research. 

2. Ask each group to prepare a presentation about the interview. They should inform 

about: 

• What went well and what should be improved next time? 

• What surprised you the most during the interview? 

• Good and bad examples of taking care of the environment the person 

mentioned? 

• What does the person want to change to create a better environment? 

3. Girls prepare their presentation. Ask all four girls to participate. They should share 

the points mentioned among themselves. 

4. Invite each group to present and role play according to the notes. 

5. Ask the audience to mention something they learnt during the presentation and 

ask the groups to see if they have similar answers in their own interviews. 

6. After a few presentations, organize a discussion about the general findings: 

• Did you hear similar answers that were given in different interviews? 

• What are community members saying about bad examples of taking care of the 

environment? 

7. Finish the session and explain that the other girls will also do a presentation during 

the next session. 
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Notes Day 5 

Making a presentation can be challenging for some girls. They can be timid and 
nervous. A good facilitator should mentor and encourage the girls to develop their 
presentation skills. During the life skills sessions this will be practiced.  
During this session the facilitator has to pay attention to girls speaking with a loud 
enough voice while facing the audience. 
 
If needed, the facilitator should encourage the girls by saying something positive such 
as, ´You are doing very good. Now, let´s speak up´ 
If then the girls improve, the facilitator should praise them and ask for an applause. 
After each presentation all girls must receive an applause.  
 
During the presentation, the facilitator will make notes on common findings among 
the different groups. This helps to identify the topics for the role play on Day 7. 
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Day 6 – Presentation and Analysis 

 
1. The Facilitator invites the other groups to present the findings of their interview. 

2. When all groups have made their presentations, discuss the key challenges in the 

communities: 

• What do the interviewees see as the biggest challenges in the community 

regarding pollution? 

• What are the consequences of these challenges for us? (our health, the land, air, 

water). 

3. In groups of four, let the girls discuss their solutions for the biggest challenges in 

the communities. Make sure to note down the challenges and solutions. 

4. Present the the listed challenges and proposed solutions and ask each group to 

select one different challenge and solution. 

5. This will be their topic for the creation of a community poster on environmental 

issues.  

Notes Day 6 
 
Challenge Solutions 
Rubbish on the ground near 
houses and in the village 

• Do not throw rubbish on the ground, but take it 
with you and dump it in a central bin. 

• Collect organic waste to dump in central location 
to decompose or to make compost. 

 
Dirty water  • Do not defecate near or close to the water. Set up 

latrines for communal use far from the rivers and 
wells. 

• Inform the community to avoid washing cattle, 
clothes, used cooking utensils, cars and other 
things in the water that is used for bathing and 
drinking. 

• Always boil water before drinking it and wash 
products with running water before cooking. 

Dirty air • Stop burning plastic and other chemical products 

• To avoid breathing in the fumes, Do not run 
engines close to people 

Dirty or bad soil • To create a shady environment and to keep the soil 
from being washed away when it rains, do not cut 
trees  

• Make compost from the organic waste instead of 
using chemicals 

• Do not spray too much with pesticides.  
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Day 7 – What have we Learnt? 

1. Review the different topics that each group selected in the last session.  

2. Discuss with girls what a good poster should look like; 

• Should they have illustrations, one big one or a few smaller ones? 

• Should they have a title that is written in large letters? 

• Should they have smaller text that explains the challenges and solutions? 

3. Show some examples or design a simple poster to illustrate what their posters 

could look like. 

4. Let girls make a draft poster on a piece of paper. After showing the poster and 

getting feedback, they can make a final poster using the flipchart paper and 

pencils. 

5. Explain that during the next session, the interviewed community members will be 

invited to see our posters.  

Day 8 – What have we learnt? 

Note: before the session, ask the interviewed community members, the community 
oversight committee and other interested people to come by the Learning Centre to 
see what the girls have learnt. 
 
1. Begin by welcoming the girls and the visiting guests and explain what has been 

done in the last two weeks. Use the notes from previous sessions to inform the 

community members about environmental issues and the solutions proposed by 

the girls.  

Explain that the girls have applied their knowledge and have done community 
research by interviewing community members and making their own observations 
about the environment in the community. 

2. Have the girls put their posters in different spots in the learning centre and ask 

each group to summarise the challenges they addressed with the poster and what 

the proposed solutions are. 

3. After each presentation, the groups should be given a round of applause. 

4. Congratulate the groups and thank the guests. 

5. Discuss with the community oversight committee the best spot for these posters in 

their community.  Ask the girls if the posters could be used as such. 
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Theme 2 – Money Management 

 Material and preparation 

• Read the facilitator notes before each session. 

• Prepare a visit from a representative of a bank/Micro-Finance 
Institution(MFI) or mobile money operator. (see notes Session 7 and 8) 

• Inform the community oversight committee of the community survey that 
will take place in Session 6 

 Objectives, the learners will be able to: 

• Prioritize spending on their ´needs´ over ´wants. ´ 

• Develop a basic personal budget that plans their expenses based on their 
income. 

• Know the benefits and disadvantages of different saving strategies. 

• Conduct a survey about saving goals and strategies in their communities and 
analyze the results. 

• Develop a saving strategy for long-term saving goals or emergencies. 
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Day 1 – Introduction to the topic               

1. Show the conversation poster ´Saving and Spending’ 

2. Ask the girls to discuss first in pairs what they see and invite pairs to explain to the 

group what they see on the poster. 

3. Explain that the topic is ´Money Management. ´ 

4. Ask girls to discuss in pairs where they need money for and invite some of the pairs 

to talk about what they know. 

5. Play a ´needs´ and ´wants´ game. 

Mention the words below and ask for which of these things the girls are willing to 
pay money for. 
A golden ring, visit to the doctor, a new telephone, a suitcase, rice, 
clean water, television, school, clothes, alcohol. 

6. Explain the difference between a ´need´ and a ´want´ (see notes Day One)  

7. Ask the following questions and give time for the pairs to discuss and prepare an 

answer before going to the next question. Invite different pairs to share answers: 

• What would you want to buy if you had money that are ´needs? ´ 

• What would you want to buy if you had money that are ´wants? ´ 

• How can you make or earn money? 

• How can you make sure that you always have enough money? 

8. Read out the key information on the back of the conversation poster to the girls. 

9. Explain that for the next two weeks, we will be learning about how to save money 

and make budgets using the saving strategies in our own village.  

10. Give the girls a homework activity - they should ask their families what the top five 

´wants´ and ´needs´ are for them. They should ask at least two people and write 

up the five things they mentioned the most. 

Notes Day 1 

For this topic, the girls will think about ways of earning money and how they can 
ensure that they keep enough money for the period when there is a ´need´ for them to 
use money.  NEEDS are things that you require to stay healthy to survive. They are 
things that we need to become successful. 

WANTS are things that are nice to have, but they are not as important as our needs. 
We can buy them, but only after we have got our NEEDS first.  For every expense, the 
girls should first think about having enough money for their needs. If not, they should 
not buy the ‘want’. 
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Day 2 – Discussion 

 
1. Write the words ´need´ and ´want´ on a flipchart and ask girls in pairs to select 

one word and explain what they know about it.  

2. Invite some of the girls to share the results of their homework based on the Five   

´wants´ and five ´needs´ of their family.  

3. Discuss some of the things mentioned and ask the girls if their answers are really 

´wants´ or ´needs. ´ A need is something you need to survive in life.  

4. Explain that if income (the money coming into the house) doesn’t meet 

expenditure (the money going out of the house), it can cause problems. The family 

cannot purchase an important item, and be in debt (when you owe people money) 

If this happens they could be tempted to steal or borrow some more from other 

people without paying back, and this could cause an embarrassment or 

misunderstanding etc.  

We all need to prioritize our needs. We also need to think about our income and 
expenditure and try not to spend more money than we have. 

5. Read the case study.   

6. Ask for two to four volunteers to role play this scenario for the entire group. In the 

role play, a few friends are trying to persuade one person to spend his/her money 

unwisely. Give the volunteers 10 minutes to prepare the role play and 5 – 10 

minutes to act it out. 

7. After inviting a few groups to act out, discuss the following points: 

• How did the person under pressure respond? 

• How did the group respond? 

• What can you do in this case to avoid spending money unwisely? 

Notes Day 2 

Case Study: Ama and her friends are going to the market. She has got 10 Cedis from 
their mother to buy food. ´Look there, says one of her friends, a new beautiful shirt for 
eight cedis! ´ ´No´, says Sherifa, ´I don´t have enough money. ´  
´What do you mean, ´says another friend, we have 10 cedis! ´Let´s buy it! ´ 
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Day 3 – Discussion 

1. Draw on the flipchart or blackboard a couple of needs and wants; skirt, credit (Five 

Cedis), fanta, fufu, cake, toffee, notebook, pencil, water, earring, hair braids, 

medicine, ball, doll. 

2. Ask girls to discuss in pairs how much they would pay for each of these things.  

3. Invite a few girls to write down how much in Cedis they think some objects costs 

and discuss with the larger group what the average price is. 

4. Ask girls to think about what they would do if they were given 20 Cedis to spend. 

5. Ask them to decide how they would spend the money and to write down the things 

that they would buy with the money. Ask them to think about the cost of each of 

the items. Give them five minutes to quickly think about their lists. 

6. Ask them to look at their lists: Do all these things add up to 20 Cedis? Or have you 

under- or over-spent? 

7. Ask for volunteers to present their lists and to discuss how they chose the items. 

8. Explain: If you were to receive 20 Cedis every month, you might want to plan how 

you would use it and be in control of it. Taking control of your money is called 

budgetting. It is a way of counting the money that comes in (income) and the 

money that goes out (expenditure). Making a budget (a plan of how to use your 

money) helps you to know how to use and account for the money. 

9. Homework: Ask each girl to think about what ´needs´ and ´wants´ they think they 

can buy with 20 Cedis. 
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Day 4 – Planning Session 

1. Review the homework and ask girls what realistic prices would be for each of the 

needs or wants they mention. 

2. Explain: A budget is the plan you make about how to use your money. You should 

think about that before you spend it because you must make sure that you have 

enough. 

3. Draw a budget on the flipchart. 

Expenses Needs Cost 

Food  

Drinks  

School  

….  

Expenses Wants  

A piece of cloth  

….  

Savings  

  

4. Explain that in this scenario a girl receives 100 Cedis every month. She needs to 

calculate how much money she spends on food for herself and food for a baby, fuel, 

drink, school. The rest of the money she can save. Explain why it is important to 

save (notes). 

5. Ask girls to work in pairs to develop a budget and calculate how much money that 

will save each month. They can think of different ´needs´ and ´wants´ to include 

in the list. 

6. After some time, ask the girls to do the same, but this time with 80 Cedis. 

7. Organize a discussion: What do you need to take off the list to be able to save 

money. 

8. Homework: ask the girls to talk to their families about how they can save money 

and how they do it. 

Notes Day 4 

Girls need to know that their expenses should not exceed their income. Normally 
income comes every month or so and they need to make sure that this income covers 
all the expenses during the period until their next income comes. 

Besides that, they need to learn that it is important to save money as well. This money 
can be used for emergencies. Such emergencies could be: repairing furniture, house, 
medical bills.  

If they do not save money, they will have a problem if an emergency occurs. They will 
need to borrow money or will be not be able to afford the emergency. Borrowing money 
costs money.  Often you will need to pay it back with interest. It can also create a  
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misunderstanding if your debtor wants the money back, and you don´t have it yet. It 
is much better to have some savings that can be used for that. 

Day 5 – Planning Community Research 
1. Discuss the homework: Are family members able to save money? How do they do 

this? 

2. Explain: There are different ways in which people save money, but each of these 

ways has consequences. Not every way of saving money is safe. (see notes) 

3. Form groups of four girls each and give them one of the saving strategies. Let them 

think about safe and unsafe consequences of that strategy for five minutes. Give an 

example of the consequences of keeping money in the house. 

4. Ask some groups to make a presentation. 

5. Explain that a community research will be conducted where the girls will develop 

a survey to collect information about saving strategies and saving goals.  

6. Draw the sample survey: 

Name of girls in group: Aba, SHabiba, Mama, Baaba, Adwoa 

1. Are you able to save 

money? 

Yes      IIII (4) 

 

No II (2) 

2. What is your savings 

goal? 

A bicycle 
Seed for the farm for next year 
Money for my daughter to study 
Buy a ring 

3. Where do you keep the 

money that you save? 

At home in a safe place II 

Buy maize to keep and sell when I need 

money. 

 

Buying livestock like cows and goats  

In a bank   

In a micro-finance institution  such (susu)  

Mobile Money  I 

By buying land.  

By building a house  

Other……  

Don´t want to say I 

7. Explain the sample; There is only one form needed to register all answers. For 

each answer, the girls have to write I, and in the end, they the total number of 

responses are counted. 

8. Explain that each group must copy the survey. During the session, they will go out 

into the community and ask at least five people about their saving goals and 

strategies. 
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Notes Day 5  
 
Different saving strategies in Ghana: 

• At home in a safe place 

• By buying maize and selling when the need for money arises. Other 

examples are livestock like cows and goats 

• In a bank  

• In a micro-finance (susu) institution 

• Mobile Money  

• By buying land. 

• By building a house 

Several of these strategies mayhave different degrees of risk. For example, keeping 
money at home could result in theft or loss through fire or flooding. Building a 
house means that you won´t have savings available if you have an emergency. 
The least risky ways of saving money is generally through a bank or mobile money 
operator. 
 
Have you already identified a mobile money operator or representative of a bank 
in the area who will be available during Session 8 to explain about his/her work? 
 

Day 6 – Community research 

1. Remind girls about the proper way of doing research (information in Topic One, 

Session 3) 

2. During the Life Skills period girls can start doing the survey. They should survey at 

least five people, but the more the better. In the next session they must bring the 

results with them 

3. While girls are doing the research, the facilitator can walk around to monitor the 

activity. 

Day 7 – Presentation and Analysis 

1. Write the sample survey for Day Five on a flipchart. Do not register any answers 

yet. 

2. Ask girls how the survey went and what their experiences were. 

• Were people friendly and open to respond? 

• Were there any answers that surprised you? 

• Was the majority of respondents able to save money? 

• What were the answers to Question two: Saving goal? 

3. Ask all groups to note their responses to Question One on the big sheet and 

calculate the overall total.  

4. Discuss the total number of responses with the girls. 

• How many people were able to save money? 

• What is the most preferred saving strategy? 

• Do you think that saving strategy is risky or not? 

• What is the least risky saving strategy? 
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• How many people save money using a mobile money company? 

5. Explain that saving money for emergencies or for larger expenses should be done 

in the safest way possible. Many people prefer using a mobile money company or a 

bank. 

6. Announce that they will visit the bank or a mobile money vendor the following day 

and ask girls to think about questions they want to ask the mobile money operator. 

(If this is not possible, use the case study in the next session.) 

7. Ask some of the girls to share their questions and make sure to include the 

following: 

• What are the advantages of using your saving preference? 
• What do I need to be able to use your service? 
• What do you like most about your work? 
• What can be difficult in your work? 
• Can you explain what your most important tasks are during the day? 
• What happens to my money if I give it to you to save? 

8. Give some of the girls a question to ask the following day. 

Notes Day 7 

Reinforce the need to determine saving goals. There could be things that the girls 
want to buy, but they may require a lot of money. In this case they need to determine 
how long it will take for them to have enough money. For example: if they want to 
buy nice clothes that cost 120 Cedis, but they save only 20 cedis per month. How 
long would it take them to save enough money to buy it? 

Another very important reason for saving, which has already been mentioned is for 
emergencies. There will always be emergencies and girls must be prepared for it.    If 
possible, save money that you will not touch for a ́ want. ́  This money is kept always 
for whenever an emergency happens. 

The visit of the representative of the bank/MFI/mobile money company should be 
well organized. It must be clear for that person that the objective of the visit is only 
to inform the girls and NOT to try to register them or their family.  
Explain the following to the representative that they:  

• Have 30 minutes to talk about different issues: how he/she became an 

employee, what his/her day looks like at work, what the advantages of the 

saving strategy are. 

• Should bring some Items to talk about their work  

• Should be prepared to answer questions from the girls. 
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Day 8 – Visit bank/Micro Finance Institute/Mobile Money Company 

1. A possible schedule for the visit could be as follows: 

• Thank the visitor for the kindness and availability 

• The visitor talks about the history of his/her work and can provide some facts 

and figures 

• The visitor talks about the different tasks and jobs involved in his/her work.  

• The visitor shows real objects used in his/her work 

• The girls are given ample time to ask their questions. 

2. Ask the girls to discuss their visit 

• What did they learn? 

• Was there something they already knew? 

• What was different from what they had been taught? 

• Will they make use of this service when they get older? Why? Why not? 

3. At the end of the session, thank all the girls and the visitor for their work during 

the discussion on the topic, ́ Money Management´ and provide a summary of what 

had been done and what had been learnt, using the overall objectives of the topic. 

Notes Day 8 

This case study can be used if it is not possible to visit a bank or invite a 
representative of an MFI or mobile money vendor 

Adwoa and Emma already went to the bank, it was in a big town. There were many 
shops, and the bank was in the center of the town. 
A lot of people were standing in a queue waiting to use the ATM outside the bank and 
inside was very busy.  

They saw different desks inside with signs above them. One sign read ́ teller, ́  another 
said ´deposit. ´ Men and women in uniform were sitting behind the desks. All of them 
had computers and a lot of paper on their tables. 
Some customers were filling in papers and giving them to the people behind the tables. 

When they came in, the manager was already waiting for them. She was wearing nice 
clothes and she smiled. 

´You must be Adwoa and Emma, she said. ´I have been waiting for you.´. She took 
them to a special room with a big desk and a sign on the door that read ´Manager. 
´I have worked in this bank for 12 years, first I was a teller but now I am the boss of 
this bank.  
There are many banks in Ghana and this is only one branch. In the next big city there 
is another bank with the same name, but different people work there. 

The headquarters of our bank is in Accra but in every region we have Regional offices 
and branches. 

Adwoa and Emma looked at each other. ´Why is it so busy here?’   Emma asked. 
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The Manager smiled; ́ Today is the last week of the month and many people come here 
because they get their salaries paid throughour bank.  

These people are called clients. They have an account with us. That is for people to save 
money. Each account has a number, like 364142. When someone comes to the bank 
with money they want to put away or deposit, they must tell us their account number. 
They should also have an identification, like a passport, ‘voters’ ID card, or drivers’ 
license with them to show that the account really belongs to them. 

After that, the bank takes the money and informs the client of his/her balance. That is 
the total money a client has in his/her account. 

When you want to get your money back, you can make a withdrawal. This is how we 
call taking your money from the bank to use it for yourself.  

The Manager continues to say that she thinks it is very safe to save money at a bank. 
Your money is really safe here and it is not easy for thieves to come into the bank to 
take the money.  

Adwoa and Emma also have a few questions for the bank manager.  Emma is the first 
to start:  

NOTE: Invite the girls in the club to ask the questions they had prepared as if they 
were Adwoa and Emma in the bank………. 
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Theme 3 – Gender-based Violence 

 Material and preparation 

• This topic can be difficult and requires that the facilitator prepares well, using 
the teachers’ notes.  

• If the facilitator is male, invite a trusted female community member (School 
based SHEP co-ordinator, a nurse, police woman, teacher, social worker etc) 
to participate in the sessions and, if possible, lead the sessions. 

• Discuss with the community oversight committee which sessions will 
demand the use of an existing health or referral services related to GBV. 

• In several sessions, you will need A4paper or bigger sheets to draw posters. 
 

 Objectives, the learners will be able to: 

• Explain the difference between gender and sex. 

• Name the characteristics of good friendship between girls and boys. 

• Understand the different types of violence and in particular the ways in which 
gender-based violence occurs. 

• Understand the consequences of gender-based violence for the victim and the 
perpetrator.  

• Identify a trusted adult in their community that could help when they are (in 
danger of) becoming a victim of GBV. 

• Discuss and plan for action using examples of different situations in which 
GBV happens. 

• Share with others in the community what they have learned about GBV. 
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Day 1 – Introduction to the theme                

1. Show the conversation poster  

2. Pair the girls and ask them to complete the following sentences: 

I’m happy that I am a girl because……    
I wish I were a boy because……. 

3. After girls have completed the sentences, ask for volunteers to share their answers. 

4. Explain that some of these examples refer to gender roles and some refer to sex (or 

biological differences between males and females). Define sex and gender using 

examples girls gave.  

(see notes) 
5. Explain that you will read some statements out loud. If the girls agree, they should 

go to the “Agree” side of the room. If they disagree, they should go to the “Disagree” 

side of the room. 

6. Read out about six statements.  

• Boys are stronger than girls. 

• Girls should do what boys tell them to do. 

• Girls can’t do math. 

• Girls are more emotional than boys. 

• Caring for children is a girl’s job. 

• Girls want to get married more than boys. 

• A girl should always do what her boyfriend tells her. 

• Sports are more important for boys than girls. 

• Girls need to find a good husband; boys need to find a good job. 

• A boy who likes cooking and looking after children is not a real boy. 

• Females are better at sweeping and cleaning. 

7. After girls have had time to stand in the spot that demonstrates whether they agree 

or disagree, ask them to give the reasons for their choices. (If possible, call on girls 

who have different answers.) Tell them they can change their minds and move after 

hearing other girls' reasons 

8. Explain that girls and boys can feel restricted in their behaviors, responsibilities 

and life choices because of what our culture expects from us.  In the next session, 

we will examine these roles and discuss what we should be doing. 

Notes Day 1 

• Gender describes the differences in the way that men and boys and women and 

girls are expected to behave: their way of dressing, the work they do, the way they 

speak and their status. These differences are created by our culture and not nature, 

and we can change them. 

• Sex tells us about the differences between men and women in their bodies. Only 

females can menstruate, get pregnant, give birth to children and breast-feed. Only 

males can produce sperm and make women pregnant. These differences are the 

work of nature, and we cannot change them. 
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Day 2 – Discussion 

1. Review the meaning of the words ´Gender´ and ´Sex´ and how our community 

sometimes tries to influence the way we behave or look. 

2. Ask girls to think about how they spend their time, what things they do every day 

(e.g., spending time with friends, playing outside), every week (e.g., going to the 

market) or less often (e.g., traveling to the capital, visiting friends). 

3. Divide the girls into small groups and ask each group to create schedules showing 

what they do each day. Ask them to create one for boys as well. 

4. Bring the groups back together to compare the schedules and organize a discussion 

using the following questions: 

• Are there differences in the activities boys and girls do? 

• Are there differences in the boys’ and girls’ schedules in the following ways: 

work, responsibilities, leisure time and activities? 

• Do you think boys and girls have equal responsibilities? 

• Are there activities you would like to change? 

• Are there ways that boys and girls can help each other in their daily lives? 

Give examples. 

5. Discuss friendship. Let girls discuss in small groups of 5 

• What makes a good friend? 

• What do you like about being friends with a boy? 

• What do you not like about being friends with a boy? 

6. Explain that girls and boys can be good friends without having a physical or sexual 

relationship. Friendships between boys and girls help them to understand each 

other and can also improve relations when you are older. 

 

Day 3 – Discussion 

1. Girls should form small groups of three or four people. 

Give each group a piece of flipchart paper. Tell girls to write the word “Violence” 
across the top of the paper. 

2. Ask each group to think about the word “violence” and then draw as many images 

that come to mind. Ask each group to come and present what they have drawn or 

written to the whole group. 

3. Discuss: Are there any images or words that you see repeated in different 

presentations? 

4. Explain that violence falls into three categories (see notes: emotional violence, 

physical violence and sexual violence).  

5. Read out the examples in notes 

6. Ask the small groups to go back to the poster they created in Activity One and 

determine what type of violence they drew or described. 

7. Instruct the small groups to write the letter “S” beside all types of sexual violence 

they portrayed, the letter “E” beside all types of emotional violence they 

portrayed, and the letters “P” beside all types of physical violence they portrayed. 

8. Thank all the girls for their participation and play a game to finish the session. 
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Notes Day 3 

Examples of Three Types of Violence 

1. Emotional violence: 

 Making threats, teasing, intimidation, insulting someone, bullying, humiliation 
2. Physical violence: 
 Punching, Restraining, Kicking, Hitting, including hitting with a switch or 
whip, throwing something at someone 
3. Sexual violence: 
 Rape, indecent touching and exposure, sexually explicit language, including 
sexually suggestive remarks or offers 

Day 4 – Research 

1. Write “Gender-Based Violence” on a flipchart paper. Refer to the definition of 

gender. 

2. Ask girls to remember when they talked about gender and how people expected 

them to behave in a certain way depending on whether they were a boy or girl. Ask 

them what they think gender-based violence (GBV) means.  

3. Explain: Gender-based violence is any act that results in, or is likely to result in, 

physical, sexual or emotional harm or suffering against someone (boy or girl) based 

on gender-role expectations and stereotypes. 

4. Read examples of this type of violence (see notes Day 3 and 4) 

5. Explain that these are things that sometimes happen to us. It is never our fault if 

we are a victim. But we need to know what to do and who to ask for help.  

6. Ask girls to form small groups of three to four and give each group one of the 

scenarios. 

7. Tell girls to have one person in the group read the scenario out loud for the other 

members of the group. After that, they must try to answer the discussion questions 

written on the flipchart:  

• What type(s) of violence is the young person in your scenario experiencing? 

• What are the effects of this type of violence on the girl in the scenario?  

• How could you support the girl in the scenario if he or she were your friend? 

8. After the groups have finished, they should present a summary of their scenario 

and their responses. 

• Girls should not have trouble coming up with possible consequences of 

violence, but be sure to mention the following: 

• Girls can have trouble concentrating, either in school or as they go about their 

daily lives. 

• Girl can feel guilty or think the violence they experienced was their fault. 

• Girls can have problems eating or sleeping. 

• Girls may not want to go to school. 
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• Girls can feel confused and tricked when an adult abuses them, especially if it 

is a teacher or someone they trusted. 

• Girls can feel afraid to be alone with certain adults. 

9. Tell girls that when they see acts of violence being perpetrated, they can help the 

person by telling a trusted adult. Ask girls when they think speaking up and telling 

a trusted adult is necessary. Point out that it is necessary to speak up any time they 

or someone they know is in danger. 

10. Explain that sometimes it may be difficult to tell, and they may be afraid of getting 

called a “kokonsa” or experiencing violence themselves.  Any time someone is in 

danger or is being hurt, girls can help by having the courage to tell a trusted adult 

or help the person tell a trusted adult. 

11. Ask girls to think of someone in their community, family that they think they could 

trust. 

Notes Day 4 
 
Scenario 1 

My name is Anna and I am 13 years old. I walk the same way to school every day. It is 

the only way I can walk to school safely, because there are sometimes animals in the 

bush and pathways and I am afraid to walk along the pathways alone, especially when 

the crops grow tall.  So, each day I walk past the shop and bar to get to school, and each 

day I am approached by an older man offering to buy me credit for my phone. He says 

he’ll buy me whatever I want and that a schoolgirl needs a special treat from time to 

time. One day he gave me a pretty perfume bottle, and I took it. Last week, he asked 

me to go on a walk with him after school. I said no, but every day he asks me the same 

thing. Sometimes he gets close to me, and it is hard for me to get away from him. 

Tomorrow, I am going towalk through the bush even though I am scared of the animals 

It is better than meeting the man who has been harassing me. 

Scenario 2 

My name is Efia. I am very good in all of my subjects at school. My teachers have told 

me that if I keep up my studies, I will be able to get a scholarship and go to university 

in the capital city.  

When I told my father and my brothers, they laughed at me and said, “Why would a 

girl go to university when all you are going to do one day is get married and be a 

mother?” I would like to get married and have children, but after I go to university. I 

told my teacher I wanted to get homework to practice math. He told me that it was not 

a good idea, because I am a girl and said, “Girls are stupid in math. You should just 

take cooking classes.” It makes me very sad. 
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Day 5 – Research 

1. Ask girls if they were able to think about the trusted adult (do NOT ask them who 
it is) 

2. Use the scenarios from Session 4, tell groups to come up with a plan for the girl in 
the scenario. Their plan should include whom the girl could tell, where the girl 
should go for help, who could go with the girl and how the girl can tell a trusted 
adult. 

3. Tell girls to create a role-play, acting out the plan and demonstrating how to tell a 
trusted adult what happened to the girl in their scenario. Tell girls to think of any 
obstacles the girl might face and include suggestions to help the girl overcome 
them.  

4. Make sure each scenario is acted out as a role-play. Ask questions to help girls to 
discuss the different role plays 

• Whom did the girl go to for help? Was the person helpful? Why or why not? 

• Did anyone go with the girl? 

• Did the girls in the scenarios show courage when they were telling what 
happened to them? 

• What can we do to help someone who has experienced violence or is afraid to 
tell someone what happened to him or her? 

• Is there ever a time when you would be afraid that telling will cause you more 
harm? What could you do? 

5. Explain: Girls should be able to recognize the different types of violence they or 
their friends may face. Some of the behaviors they thought were normal should be 
considered as violence, if these behaviors make them feel bad or have negative 
consequences. 
You do not have to keep their feelings to yourself. It is always better to tell a trusted 
adult if you think you have experienced violence. 
There are people whom girls can approach to help them if they experience violence. 
It is also important for them to help a friend or classmate if they experience 
violence. 

6. Repeat what a trusted adult is: A trusted adult is someone that you can trust. 
Someone who will listen to you and will respect you. In the upcoming lesson the 
girls will each identify a trusted adult to go to when they need help.  
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Day 6 – Research 

1. Read Efia´s Story in the notes to help girls identify who is a trusted adult. 
2. Ask girls who the trusted adult was in the story. Ask them what makes someone a 

trusted adult. Answers may vary. Below are some possible responses: 

• Someone they know who will help them in time of need. 

• Someone they can talk to about anything, especially their problems, or if they 
are feeling scared, confused or uncomfortable. 

• Someone they feel happy being around. 

• Someone who listens to them and cares about their problems. 

• Someone who has helped them before. 

• Someone who would help them solve a problem, be understanding, get help and 
work to keep them safe. 

3. Ask girls about how the village elder helped Afia. Ask girls how Afia felt when the 
village elder helped her. 

4. Tell girls that if anyone approaches them or tries to hurt them, touches them in a 
way that makes them feel scared, uncomfortable or confused, or if they feel that 
they are in danger, they should tell a trusted adult immediately. 

5. While there are adults who may try to harm them, there are also many adults who 
will help them. They should go to someone they feel comfortable and secure 
around. If anyone does anything to them that is not appropriate, they should go to 
a trusted adult for help. 

6. Tell girls to make a list of possible trusted adults in their notebooks. While answers 
may vary, below are some possible responses: 
Facilitator, Mother, Uncle, Police officer, Father, Neighbor, Mentor, 
Grandmother, Big brother/sister, Church Elder, Grandfather, 
Principal/Headmaster, Friend’s parent, Aunt, Teacher, Queen mother. 

7. Tell girls to choose three people they consider to be trusted adults and write their 
names in their notebooks.  
 
 

Notes Day 6 

Afia´s story 

My name is Afia and I am 13 years old. I walk the same way to school every day. It 

is the only way I can walk to school safely, because in the bushes and pathways there 

are sometimes animals and I am afraid to walk along the pathways alone, especially 

when the crops have grown tall.  So, each day I walk past the shop and bar to get to 

school, and each day I am approached by an older man, who offers to buy me a drink. 

He says he’ll buy me whatever I want and that a schoolgirl needs a special treat from 

time to time. One day he gave me a pretty perfume bottle, and I took it. Last week, he 

asked me to go on a walk with him after school. I said no, but every day he asks me 

the same thing. Sometimes he gets close to me, and it is hard for me to get away from 

him. Tomorrow, I am going to walk through the fields even though I am scared of the 

animals, because I am also scared of the man who has been harassing me. 
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As I was turning to walk through the fields, I saw one of our village elders. He asked 

me why I was walking through the fields when all the girls had been told to stay on 

the main road because the fields were unsafe. I was afraid to tell him the reason, but 

I decided it was better to tell him the truth. It was difficult for me to speak to this 

respected elder about my problem, but I told him that a man had approached me 

while I was walking through the bus depot. I told the village elder I was scared and 

wanted to avoid the man, and that is why I was walking through the fields. The 

village elder asked me if I had taken any gifts from the man. I admitted that I had. 

He told me that I should not take gifts from strangers, because sometimes people use 

gifts to get favors or to trick young girls. He also told me that in the morning he would 

send his older grandson to accompany me to school. Although I was scared, I was 

glad that I had told one of the village elders about my problem because he listened to 

me and offered me help. I feel so relieved now that the situation has been resolved 

and I can walk to school safely. 

Day 7 – Presentation 

1. Remind girls of the different types of violence they have discussed. Tell them that 

they are going to examine one type of violence: sexual violence. Read out the letter 

from Akuvi 

2. Ask the girls what Akuvi should do. Make sure that they mention talking to a 

trusted adult.  

3. Explain: 

• Akuvi should not be afraid to tell a trusted adult. She should not blame herself 

because it was not her fault. No matter what, no one should blame Akuvi. If the 

trusted adult is someone other than Akuvi´s parents, someone should contact 

her parents. 

• The trusted adult should also tell the head teacher. The teacher should not be 

allowed to teach in the school anymore. Teachers are in school to help young 

people, not to hurt them. 

• Teachers and people from school should not ask girls to clean their houses. Girls 

go to school to study, not to clean, fetch water or run errands. 

• Teachers and adults should always protect girls. If they ever ask them to do 

anything that makes them uncomfortable, girls have the right to refuse. 

• Girls should not be in isolated places at school or walking to and from school 

alone and when it is dark. They should always walk in a group or with other 

girls. Adults need to ensure children’s safety. It is not the girl’s entire 

responsibility. 

• If a teacher or anyone asks to look under a girls’ clothes, the girl should not 

allow it. 

• If a teacher or anyone touches them or gets too close, ask that person to move 

away. If it happens again, tell a trusted adult 
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4. Ask girls to prepare in pairs the conversation with the trusted adult. One girl is 

Akuvi and the other is the adult. Invite a few pairs to play out the conversation. 

After each role play, ask: 

1. Who was the trusted adult in the role-play? What did the adult do? 
2. What did the actors do well in the role-play? 
3. Do you have any suggestions for the actors? For example, was there 

anyone else they could have told? 

Notes Day 7 

Dear Friend, 

My name is Akuvi and I have a very serious problem. Last week, my friend’s father 

asked me to come to his house and help him clean up. I did not want to go, but my 

parents tell me I have to respect my elders. When I got to his house, he started touching 

me. I got a very bad feeling in my stomach, and I knew it was wrong. I didn´t like it 

and was scared, but I did not know how to stop it. When I went home he told me that 

if I told anyone he would hurt me. I ran all the way home and felt sick. I am afraid to 

tell anyone because they will say it is my fault. I do not feel like eating or sleeping. I do 

not want to go to my friend and see that man Please help me. What should I do? 

Day 8 – Presentation 

1. Ask girls to work in groups of four and to think back what they have done and 

learned in the past sessions about Gender-based Violence  

2. Explain that in this session they will create a poster that we will put in our 

community to show them what we have learned. 

3. Discuss with girls what a good poster should look like: 

• Illustrations, one big one or a few smaller ones 

• A title that is written in large letters. 

•  Smaller text that explains what we think is 

important about the topic.   Show some 

examples or design a simple poster to illustrate 

what their poster could look like. 

4. In small groups girls must think about: 

• What have they learnt about it? 

• What the most important thing they want to 

share with the community? 

• Let girls make a draft poster on a piece of 

paper. After showing the poster and getting 

feedback, they can make a final poster using 

the flipchart paper and pencils 

5. Each group shows their poster and explain the message and most important thing 

they want to share with the community. 

 

 

 

 

NO more VIOLENCE 

Physical, emotional and sexual 
violence is happening. We can 
stop this! Talk to a trusted adult 
to know what you can do! 
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6. After all girls have shown their posters, invite the community leader to take the 

posters and together with the girls put them up on a wall for others to see. 

 
Notes Day 8 

Invite the Community Oversight Committee to take part in this session to see what the 

girls are making and what they have learnt. It would be good if they can empower the 

girls to develop a plan for a case in which they encounter violence. Ensure that the 

trusted adult is involved. If the community has other ways to help prevent GBV or help 

girls who are victims, they can also be invited to participate. 
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Theme 4 – Water, Sanitation, Hygiene (WASH) 

 Material and preparation 

● In Session 6 and 7 there is an orientation about menstrual hygiene. It is best 

if this module is taught after the topic, ´Sexual Reproductive Health´ because 

it teaches the girls about their body and menstruation. If the facilitator is 

male, it would be better to invite a female member of the community 

oversight committee or a health worker to organize the sessions about this 

menstrual hygiene. 

● Involve the community in providing material for Session 6 - sanitary pads. 

● Running water to demonstrate washing hands - a tippy tap bucket will suffice. 

● Involve the community in constructing a tippy tap. See Session 3 for materials 

needed. This includes soap as well. 

🗹 Objectives, the learners will be able to: 

● Know the importance of basic WASH routines to stay healthy. 

● Explain the correct procedure of washing hands, using and maintaining a 

latrine, and using and storing water. 

● Have basic knowledge about menstrual hygiene practices. 

● Construct a tippy tap for daily use. 

● Explain which WASH practices are parts of the 3 Cs. 
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Day 1 – Introduction to the theme 

1. Show the conversation poster about WASH. 

2. In pairs, ask the girls to discuss what they see and later invite them to explain 

to the group what they see in the poster. 

3. Explain that the topic is ´Water, Sanitation and Personal Hygiene´. 

As we discuss this topic, we will learn about the 3 C's. Eat Clean, drink Clean 

and Live Clean.  (See notes) 

4. Ask girls to discuss in small groups; why is it important to stay healthy? 

They can think about it for 10 minutes after which the facilitator can discuss all 

the answers gathered. Make sure to at least include all the actions from the 

notes. 

5. Read out the case study3 below 

The entire Galikope community was still in a state of shock days after the burial 

of the only son of their chief. How he died was still a shock, bitten by a poisonous 

snake when he was defecating in the bush. He always failed to use the only 

latrine in the entire community, a communal latrine which always gave any user 

the most “permanent perfume” and was home to all sorts of rodents and insects. 

There was no cleaner or attendant, as nobody was willing to take up that huge 

task. The chief together with his elders didn’t hesitate to declare the community 

as a “No place for open defecation” and gave a directive for the youth to 

immediately close and pull down the communal latrine. They also issued an 

ultimatum for all households to construct improved latrines within the next 

three months. This was received with a loud applause by the whole community, 

especially the women, as other men will no longer see them naked in the bush 

when they go out to defecate. They were equally excited about the privacy, 

convenience, safety and dignity that the household latrines will bring. Davi 

Abla, who stays close to the communal latrine exclaimed, “I can now breathe 

well and sleep soundly,” 

 

6. Discuss: 

● What happened to the boy in the story? 

● Do you think this can happen in your community? Why / Why not? 

● What could they do to prevent this? 

7. Explain that a lot of diseases in Ghana are caused by bacteria. These are very 

small things that live in our body. Not all of them are bad, but some can make 

us very sick. They can spread in many ways; coughing, shaking hands when not 

washing hands or through our feces. When we defecate somewhere and it gets 

into the water or land and reaches other people, they can become sick too. 

That's why it is important to use a latrine.  

8. Ask girls to look at the picture of the latrine on the conversation poster and 

discuss what that latrine should look like. (see below) 

 
3 This case study was taken from the program ´Global communities, partners for Food, Ghana´ 
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9. Give girls homework; go into your community and find good and bad 

examples of a latrine.  

Notes Day 1 

The 3 Cs is a combination of all information that girls will learn and apply on this 

topic.  

To avoid sickness such as diarrhea, cholera, hepatitis and others, there are basic 

rules to follow. 

Eat clean 

● Wash your hands before eating 

● Use safe water to cook food. 

● Cover food when you don´t eat it to avoid contact with dirt, insects or flies. 

● Wash all food with clean water. 

● Avoid sneezing near or over the food 

● Always keep the area where you cook clean. 

Drink clean 

● Clean the bucket you use to fetch water regularly 

● Boil water that you fetch from a river or lake for at least 10 minutes 

Live clean 

● Wash your hands after you go to the latrine 

● Cover cooking utensils and hang them on the wall. 

● Dispose waste into dustbins and do not leave it in or around the house. 

● Do not build a latrine close to a water source. At least it should be 30 meters 

away 

● Keep yourself clean (menstrual hygiene, wash clothes, use soap to wash 

body and hair, brush your teeth) 

During the following sessions we will go into more detail about all of these actions. 
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Day 2 – Discussion 

1. Ask girls about their homework: have they found good or bad examples of 

latrines?  If they were good; where were they? If they were bad; what needed to be 

improved? 

● What are the benefits of a good latrine? 

● How do you use a latrine? 

● How do you maintain a latrine? 

2. Explain the use and maintenance using the information below: 

 
3. Form 10 groups of girls and ask them to develop their own guide to use and 

maintain the latrine. Each group gets 1 of the actions as per point 2. They should 

draw it on an A4 paper.  After each group has completed, hang the 10 papers in the 

correct order and discuss all the actions again.  

4. Ask the teacher or community oversight committee member to put the papers close 

to the latrine that the Learning center uses.  
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Day 3 – Discussion 

1. Review the actions for using and maintaining the latrine. 

2. Look at the conversation poster and discuss the need for handwashing using the 

four questions and 

information in the 

notes 

3. Demonstrate the 

correct way of 

washing hands using 

running water. 

This could be done 

using a system as in 

the pictures or with a 

bucket. 

The use of soap is essential as is air hand drying.  

4. Explain that we will make a tippy tap to use at our learning centre (or elsewhere, 

if the LC already has one) For this we will need to have material (see picture) 

 

 

5. Discuss this process and the material needed and ask the girls to think about the 

material they could use. Make a list of girls who can provide the materials. Explain 

that we will construct the tippy tap next week. (If possible, construct several tippy 

taps that can be placed in the community) 

6. Ask all girls to practice the correct ways of washing hands. First practice ´dry´ 

without water and soap. After that, invite some girls to come forward and wash 

their hands using the tap. 
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7. Homework: Girls should ask for materials to construct the tap and practice with 

their siblings the correct way of washing hands. 
 

Notes Day 3 

WHAT IS HANDWASHING WITH SOAP UNDER RUNNING WATER?  

Handwashing with soap under running water is the way to clean hands of germs that 

can cause illnesses and diseases.  

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO WASH HANDS WITH SOAP UNDER RUNNING 

WATER?  

Frequent handwashing practice is the most important thing you can do to prevent 

disease and reduce the spread of infection. It is also important to wash the hands of 

young children under five and infants. They constantly put their hands in their 

mouths. Washing their hands can reduce diseases and illnesses caused by dirty 

hands such as cholera and diarrheal diseases. Handwashing with soap also refreshes 

our hands making us feel comfortable.  

WHAT DO WE NEED TO WASH OUR HANDS?  

∙ Soap - Any type of soap can be used for handwashing including bar soap, liquid 

soap and powdered soap. ∙ Water – Adequate running water is required.  

∙ Handwashing station - Having a handwashing station near the latrine and where 

the family eats makes it easier to wash hands. It encourages handwashing as a habit 

and an everyday action. Good handwashing stations provide soap, running water and 

soak away pits to manage wastewater. Taps, Veronica buckets, and Tippy Taps are all 

good handwashing facilities. Pouring water from a bowl, ‘buta,’ cup or other 

receptacle onto the hand is also a good form of washing hands under running water. 

Communal hand washing in a common bowl is not healthy.  

WHEN SHOULD WE WASH OUR HANDS?  

Handwashing is important at all times; however, there are two especially critical 

times when we should never forget to wash our hands. These two times are before 

eating and after defecating.  

(1) Before Eating Handwashing is critical before we put anything into our mouth. We 

should thoroughly wash our hands before we eat anything. This even includes things 

like biscuits, bread, fruits, and nuts. Mothers and caregivers should also wash the 

hands of their infants and young children before they eat and before feeding them.  

(2) After Defecating, Anytime we finish using the toilet, we immediately need to wash 

our hands. This will ensure that any germs that our hands pick up, including pieces 

of fecal matter, can be washed off. Mothers and caregivers should also wash the 

hands of their young children after they use the toilet. *It is also important for 

mothers with infants to wash their hands after cleaning their babies’ 
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Day 4 – Discussion 

1. Review the homework: 

● Which girls have brought the material to construct the tippy tap? (see notes) 

● How did the practice with siblings go? 

2. Explain that we have discussed on ´Live Clean, ´ with use of a good latrine and 

hand washing.  Today, we will talk about ´Drink Clean, ´ or clean water. 

3. Ask: 

● Why is it important to use clean water? 

● Where do you get your drinking and washing water? 

4. Discuss the importance of using clean water (see notes) 

5. Read out the case study below: 

Asana and Fusena are sitting outside talking after preparing food for the evening 

meal. Asana notices in Fusena’s kitchen that she has several plastic containers, 

with three larger blue ones in the corner on a table out of reach of the children. 

She asks, “What is so special about those three large coloured containers that you 

have them together and on a table?” Fusena looks around to see what her friend is 

talking about. “Oh, those containers are very important!” she exclaims. “They 

contain the most important thing in our household – our drinking water!” Asana 

shakes her head as Fusena always makes everything sound so important. Fusena 

continues, “I keep all of our drinking water in the blue separate containers, so my 

family always knows where to find their safe water. I want my family to stay 

healthy, so I try to make it easier for all of us to remember. Also, now, I always 

know which ones I need to clean properly to keep the containers safe for 

drinking.” Asana adds, “I like this arrangement, you always seem to know the 

right thing to do to safeguard your family’s health”. “I’m going to follow your 

example. I’m tired of visiting the hospital all the time with the episodes of 

diarrhea or other sicknesses.” 

 

6. Ask questions: 

● Why do you think that Fusena keeps the water in the containers? 

● Do you think this water is only for cooking? 

7. Ask girls how water is being stored in their houses and discuss the safest way (see 

pictures) 
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8. Homework: Remind the girls to bring the material needed to construct the tippy 

taps at the next session. 

Notes Day 4 

 

WHAT IS BOILING WATER?  

Boiling is a way to kill germs and bacteria found in most water sources to make it 

safe to drink. It is an easy and very cost-effective method of getting safe water.   If the 

water is cloudy, it should be filtered to remove the dirt before boiling.  

Also, remember that water should not be from sources that are close to a latrine or 

close to an area where animals live and defecate. 

 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO BOIL WATER TO DRINK?  

Drinking contaminated water creates many health problems, including diarrheal 

diseases. Boiling water kills the germs found in it that make it unsafe to drink. Most 

harmful microorganisms and germs die when the water has been boiled, making it 

safe to drink. Boiling does not; however, destroy or remove contaminants or 

chemicals in the water. 

 

WHAT KIND OF WATER SHOULD BE BOILED FOR DRINKING?  

Water should be boiled if it comes from unsafe sources. Unsafe sources of water 

include surface water, unprotected wells and river water. Water can also be 

contaminated by dirty containers, their covers and during transportation to the 

house, so it is good to even boil water from the borehole to be sure it is safe to drink.  

 

WHEN SHOULD WE BOIL WATER? Drinking water should be boiled before it is 

consumed and it should be allowed to cool. It is also good to boil drinking water 

when there is an outbreak of diseases like cholera, even if you think the source is 

safe.  
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HOW LONG SHOULD WATER BE BOILED? Water should be boiled until it rolls 

with large bubbles. The time it takes to achieve this will depend on how hot the fire 

that is being used to boil the water is and the amount of water being boiled. 

For the next session, the community oversight committee should invite parents who 

are able to help build the tippy tap. The facilitator should determine which 

additional materials are needed and ask the committee to try to arrange this 

material. 

They should approach parents and other community members to help during 

Session 5. 

The community can also help decide where the taps should be placed. (close to a 

clean water source, with access to soap) 

Ideally we want to build at least three tippy taps but if possible there can be more. 

 

Day 5 – Community involvement  

1. Welcome all and explain the activity of today. Ask some girls to explain why it is 

important to wash your hands properly. 

2. Divide the group in smaller groups depending on the number of tippy taps you 

want to build. 

Make sure to have at least one adult per group. 

3. Construct the tippy tap as per instruction in Session 3. 

4. After construction, organize a discussion about where the taps should be 

positioned. Make sure to have at least one at the learning center. 

● What is needed to maintain the tap? 

● Where do we get the water for the tap? 

Day 6 – Community involvement – Oversight Committee – Health worker  

Note: This part should be led by a female community member or health 

worker. 

1. Organize a discussion with the girls about the 3 Cs. What have we learned so far 

about ´Live Clean, Eat Clean and Drink Clean? 

2. Explain that today we will learn more about ´Live Clean.´ Find out the 

understanding of girls about sexual reproductive health (there is a topic about this) 

and focus on ´Having periods.´ Make sure to discuss the content in the notes. 

3. Explain that to live clean, we will also need to pay attention to our personal hygiene 

during our period. It is a little different than our usual routines: 

• Keep private parts clean: Make sure that you wash your private parts with 

water at least twice a day. This will reduce the risk of bad body smell and 

infections.  

• Wash your body: Once you start your period, your body produces more oil 

and sweat. Always give careful attention to personal cleanliness before and 

during your periods. This will make you more comfortable and confident. 

Pay special attention to your armpits.  
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• Wash clothes and dry them in the sun: Always wash your clothes, menstrual 

cloth if you use one and especially shirts and underwear with soap. Dry all 

clothes in the sun.  

• Wash your hands with soap: Always wash your hands before and after 

changing your sanitary pad.  

Girls tips to develop good hygiene practices:  

• Always wash your hands with soap and clean water after using the toilet and 

before touching food.  

• Wipe after visiting the toilet: Wipe the genitals from front to back after using 

the toilet to prevent the spread of germs.  

• Always wash your hands with soap before and after using the toilet and 

whenever changing period protection.  

• And remember, always wash and dry your underwear in the sun! 

 
4. Explain that during your period you will have to use sanitary pads. We can buy 

those in the shop but if this is not possible, we can also make them. This is what we 

will do during this session: 

What You Will Need: 

o Pieces of cotton cloths (Tip: you can use cloths of any color, but it is 

important  that they are made of cotton and NOT of synthetic 

materials) 

o Strands of cotton 

o Needle and thread 

o Knickers 

o Disposable sanitary pad 

5. Demonstrate how to make the pad: 

● Fold one of the squared cloths in half and then in half again (2 folds in total) 

● Take the second cloth and fold it diagonally (corner to corner) 

● Put the folded cotton cloth inside the squared diagonal cotton cloth (Tip: if you 

have a heavy 

o blood flow during menstruation, you can make the inside cloth thicker) 

● Then fold top corner in to meet the bottom side 

● Fold the left and right side in to meet the top piece and place it under the top 

piece like an 

● envelope 

● Lastly, sew the points together in the middle four times to hold it firmly and 

now it is ready for use 

6. Explain how to clean and re-use the cloth 

● After use, untie the cloth 

● Wash it properly 

● Dry it in the sun and iron it if possible 

● Repeat the steps above to use it again 

7. Explain how to store the cloth 
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● Keep the sanitary pad in your bag when going to school or other places 

● Change the sanitary pad/piece of cloth as soon as it gets wet in order to 

prevent 

germs from development or leakage 

● If it is a reusable sanitary towel, then it must be washed and dried up under 

the sun 

Notes Day 6 

Your Period: 

Menstruation is the release of blood from the womb and the vagina by a woman. It is 

sometimes called a period because it happens every month.  

• Every woman starts to menstruate at one point or another in her life. This is normal.  

• Menstruation normally starts when a girl is between 9 – 14 years old. This can 

however differ. Some girls can start menstruation earlier than 9 years, while some can 

start later than 14 years old.  

• When you start your period, it is just the right time for you. The body starts when it 

is ready. Being early is just as normal as being late.  

• When a girl starts with her periods, it means she can become pregnant at any time in 

the month if she has unprotected sex.  

• Starting your periods is one of the biggest changes in your life as an adolescent girl. 

It is a turning point in your development from childhood to adulthood.  

• Your first period can be unexpected, and you might be frightened to find some 

bleeding from your vagina. Just remember that this is a natural process for every 

female person.  

• Periods last between 3-7 days. Duration of the period varies among girls. Some may 

experience it in a few days while some experience it in more days.  

• The next period begins about 21- 28 days after the previous period. This 28-day cycle 

is called your period cycle.  
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Day 7 – Prepare Presentation 

1. Discuss what girls have learned during this theme. 

2. Explain that girls will work in groups of four to perform a short skit about one of 

the topics that they have learned about. 

The skit should start with one or more girls who are engaged in bad practice. Then 

one or more of the other girls come by and a discussion starts demonstrating and 

explaining good practice.  

3. Divide the group in smaller groups and topic: 

● Handwashing 

● Storing of water and maintenance storage space. 

● Use of latrine 

● Tooth brushing 

● Cooking in a clean area 

● Washing food before cooking 

4. Ask each group to prepare their skit and invite some groups to act. 

● Ask girls to explain afterwards what the bad practice and good practice was and 

what consequences the bad practice could have.  

5. Decide which groups can perform their skit during the last day of the discussion of 

the topic. 

Day 8 –Presentation 

1. Invite community members, members of the community oversight committee and 

other stakeholders. 

2. Explain the topic studied and provide examples of topics addressed. Also mention 

personal hygiene and focus on the importance of knowledge of menstrual hygiene. 

3. Invite selected groups to perform their skits to the present community members. 

● Ask for an applause after every performance. 

● Ask girls to explain what the consequences of the bad practice could have been. 

4. End the session with compliments for all girls and the question for the community 

if they could support the girls in maintaining the good WASH practices; establish 

tippy taps, maintain latrines and live according to the 3 Cs. 
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Theme 5 – Disabilities 

 Material and preparation 

● For Sessions 1 and 3: Pieces of cloth or handkerchiefs to use as blindfolds 

and some strings to tie their hands. 

● For Session 2: Pieces of paper with text on it (see notes session 2)  

● The book ´Lucy the winner4´ 

🗹 Objectives, the learners will be able to: 

● Explain the meaning of impairments:  Hearing, visual, intellectual and 

physical impairments  

● Explain that someone with a disability can function or can do a lot of things. 

● Communicate with people who cannot hear very well using other forms of 

communication, for example gestures, writing, facial expression etc. 

● Recognize the different forms of communication (that we use speech, but 

also our facial expressions, gestures, sign language, and writing to 

communicate with others). 

● Present what they have learned and can apply in their daily lives to promote 

inclusion of people with disabilities among themselves and  community 

members. 

 

 

 
4 ´Lucy the Winner,´ part of the Teachers Guide ´inclusive education, supplementary readers,´ CRDD, GES, 2016 
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Day 1 – Introduction to the topic              

1. Show the conversation poster ´Live and Learn together.´ 

2. Ask girls to discuss first in pairs what they see and invite pairs to explain to the 

group what they see on the poster. 

3. Explain that the topic is ´living and learning together,´ and during the next two 

weeks we will be talking and investigating disabilities. We will learn how people 

with disabilities are capable of doing many things similar to people with no 

disabilities and we will also learn how to adapt to help them learn and live. 

4. Tell the girls that they are going to try to put themselves in the shoes of girls with 

disabilities, who are visually impaired, hearing impaired, intellectually challenged 

and physically challenged. 

5. Pair the girls and line them up at one end of the learning centre. 

6. Blindfold one girl in each pair with a piece of cloth or handkerchief and ask all the 

blindfolded girls to walk alone to the front. The second girl in the pair must stay 

behind.  All the girls must remain silent during this activity. Those who are 

standing are not allowed to direct or guide or warn those who are walking.  

7. When the blindfolded girls have got about half way, tell them to stop and ask the 

second girl in each pair who is not blindfolded to help or guide their friends. They 

can now take their arms, talk to them, help in any way that they want. 

8. Now ask the girls to change roles so that the ‘seeing’ girl is now blindfolded, and 

repeat the activity.  

9. Organize a discussion: 

● How did the blindfolded girls feel at first? 

● How did they feel later? Why? 

● How did the helpers feel at first when they watched their friends try to walk to 

the front? 

● How did they feel later when they could help?  

10. Explain that there are girls and boys who are visually impaired. Read the 

information on the back of the conversation poster (see notes) 

11. Discuss:  How can we help these girls and boys to feel happy and not unsafe, 

helpless or sad? 

12. Explain how to make the environment disability friendly (see notes) 

13. Homework: Girls must look at the learning center, church or market and see how 

disability friendly it is for people with visual impairments. 
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Notes Day 1 

Visually impaired 

Visually impaired means that you have difficulty seeing in a way that this cannot be 

fixed with glasses or contact lenses. People who are visually impaired can have 

difficulties with normal daily activities such as driving, reading, walking, and 

working. Blindness is also a form of visual impairment. 

Some people are born with a visual impairment, others have it because of an accident 

or disease. Most people who are visually impaired do not have problems talking, 

thinking and working and they can do many things similar to us. However, in some 

ways their environment needs to be adapted to make sure they can live, learn and 

work just like the rest.  

Adapt the environment 

Depending on the kind of visual impairments, the following adaptations could help: 

- Remove rocks and other objects in walkways or give them a color so that they are 

visible. 

- Remove low hanging branches or other objects in entrances of houses, markets  

- Provide reading material with bigger letters. 

- Have students in the learning center sit in front. 

- Mark the border of pathways more visible. 

- Provide a white cane that blind people can use to ´feel´ their way. 

 

Day 2 – Discussion 

1. Review the homework and ask girls to report on some of the aspects in the area 

they have investigated. Ask for measures that make the environment disability 

friendly as well as measures that hinder people with disabilities. 

2. Pair the girls and ask one girl in a pair to cover his/her ears. 

3. Ask the other girl in the pair to take a piece of paper from the basket and keep it 

folded in his or her hand. The partner should not see the message. 

Note; make sure that all girls know the message. Help the girls who are unable to 

read. 

When one girl in each pair has a folded piece of paper, ask them to spread out a bit 

and stand back-to-back with their partner. Now ask the girl without hearing 

difficulty to tell the girl with a hearing impairment on the paper, while facing away 

from him/her. Remind them not to shout because everyone has a different 

message. They can only say the message once and not 

repeat it. 

4. Next, ask the girl without hearing difficulty to face the girl with hearing impairment 

and repeat the same message. The girl with hearing impairment should still have 

the ears covered. Ask the 

girl without hearing difficulty to speak softly and clearly and use facial expressions 

and gestures to help with the message. Can the girl with hearing impairment now 

understand the message? 
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(if there is time, do this with several messages.) 

5. Use the questions below and ask the girls how they felt doing the activity. 

● What made it difficult to hear? 

● What helped to make it easier? 

● What does that teach us about how to talk to people who find it difficult to hear? 

6. If there are girls with hearing impairment in the learning center, ask them what 

they find easy or difficult when they are at the learning center  

7. Discuss to review their understanding about visual impairments (Session 1) and 

hearing impairments (Session 2). 

8. Discuss how we can help girls and others with hearing disabilities (see notes). 

9. Homework: Ask girls to see if there are people with hearing disabilities In their 

families and communities. How are others communicating with them?  

Notes Day 2 

Preparation and materials needed: Pieces of paper folded with the following 

statements on them: 

● ‘Do you want to share this fruit with me?’ 

● ‘I think your hair is really nice.’ 

● ‘Would you like to play with me?’ 

● ‘I am hungry! Are you?’ 

● ‘Shall we look at this book together?’ 

● ‘Can you help me to tie this scarf/or my shoe laces, please?’ 

Note: Have enough folded paper with messages so that each girl can have two 

messages. It is fine if some of the messages are repeated. Put the folded pieces of 

paper in a basket or container. 

Several measures can be taken to help people with hearing impairments: 

● Having pieces of paper and pen or pencils ready so that people can write 

notes to the person with hearing impairment 

● Having a sign language chart that they can refer to.  

● Helping them communicate using more labels and pictures. 

● Having flashcards with short phrases such as ‘can I borrow…?’ ‘Do you 

know…?’ ‘Can I see…?’ that a hearing-impaired girl can use as a ‘shortcut’ to 

communicate. 

As with visual impairments, people with hearing disabilities should also visit the 

health center or other medical service to have their hearing checked regularly. 
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Day 3 – Discussion 

1. Ask the girls if they have anything to tell you about how to communicate with 

people who are hearing impaired and write down all their ideas and suggestions. 

Ask them if their families know people who are hearing impaired. Are they usually 

young people or old people? 

2. Tell the girls they are going to learn about another kind of disability today. 

3. Ask all girls to do the following tasks: 

● Write something (their names or just one sentence such as ‘Today is……..’ or ‘I 

like ……..’ on a piece of paper) 

● Lift the pile of books on their table. 

● Draw a flower, the sun and a star. 

● Collect a piece of paper from the corner of the classroom. 

4. Now ask them to loosely tie their dominant hand behind their backs 

(use the string or a piece of cloth to tie but do it gently) and do the same tasks again. 

● Which tasks can they do easily? 

● Which tasks are difficult to perform with one hand tied? 

● Which of the tasks are impossible? 

5. Can they think of how impossible tasks can be made possible? Help them by giving 

them some ideas (for example: if the pile of books was smaller or lighter or they 

had a tray. Or if they had a set of letters of the alphabet or words from which to 

make their sentences.) 

6. Read ‘Lucy the Winner’ 

7. Discuss the following: 

● Do they understand how Lucy felt? 

● Was it easier to understand because they had already done the activity with the 

string? 

● If Lucy came to their learning centre, would she be helped or teased? 

8. Homework: Ask girls to see if people with physical impairments live in their 

families and communities. How do they learn, live and work? 

Notes Day 3  

Use the book ´Lucy the Winner’ for this session  

Possible questions to organize a discussion: 

- Who does Lucy’s mother, Mama Esi, meet at 

the market? 

- Who comes to visit Mama Esi? 

- Who comes to visit Lucy? 

- What is Lucy most afraid of? 

- Is she right to be afraid? 

- What if Mama Esi had not stopped at Adam’s 

coconut stall, what would have happened then? 
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- If you had someone new come to your village, what are the places and things 

you would show them? Who are the people you would introduce them to? 

Day 4 –Preparation  

1. Review homework and ask girls if they have found people in their community that 

are physically impaired. 

2. Review the variety of disabilities; hearing, visual, physical. 

3. Explain clearly that, independent of what type of disability; the girls and boys are 

the same as us. They have the same feelings, they also need family, friends, food, 

things to do, they need to go to the learning center and they need to get work. They 

need people who care for them just as they care for you.  

4. Remind the girls that Lucy says that people think she is stupid just because she 

cannot use her right hand. Faiza too is worried about her cousin Joseph going to 

the learning center because he is visually impaired. Why are all these girls worried? 

(Lead the girls to see that it is because they are afraid of being teased and not 

accepted at the learning center). 

5. Discuss with them: 

● What kinds of things do girls tease one another about? 

● Who or what starts it and who or what stops it? 

● Is it usually a group of girls who do the teasing or it is just one girl doing the 

teasing? 

6. Now introduce the word ‘bullying’. Tell the girls that, to tease or fight or hurt 

someone who is weaker (because they are alone when others are in a group or 

because they may be shorter, have a disability, not popular at learning center) is a 

form of bullying - when we do that, we 

do not make our learning centers safe for all girls to learn and we miss out on 

getting to know some really wonderful people.  

7. Divide the girls in groups of four and ask them to discuss the following questions: 

● Have you ever seen people name-calling?  

● When and where does name calling happen? 

● How can name-calling be stopped? 

8. Ask girls to come up with rules to stop name-calling and bullying.  Ask them to 

think about what should not be allowed. Let them think about what should happen 

to a person who breaks the rules; and what other girls should do if they see someone 

breaking the rules. 

9. Ask each group to present their ideas and write their suggestions on a flip chart. 

Tell them that these will form the basis of the Learning center rules on bullying and 

name-calling. 
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Notes Day 4 

Besides the visual and hearing disabilities: A variety of physical impairments could 

be in the community. Some people are missing body parts, others do not have control 

over legs, arms or have difficulty with their coordination. These are disabilities that 

you can see easily. 

There are also other types of disabilities such as ´learning disabilities, ´ some girls 

and adults have difficulty reading. Not because they did not go to the learning center, 

but because a tiny part of their brain does not do this task well. It has nothing to do 

with not being intelligent.   

The last type of disability is intellectual disabilities. Intellectual disabilities happen 

because the brain gets injured or a problem prevents the brain from developing 

normally. These could be small problems but, also bigger where older people are 

behaving as if they were 10 years old because of an intellectual disability. This can 

start immediately when they are born but can also happen later because of an 

accident or disease.  

Day 5 –Preparation  

1. Explain that we have learnt a lot about disabilities but that our community also has 

to benefit from what we have learnt. Together with the community oversight 

committee and others we will prepare an event in which we invite community 

members to present what we have learned. 

2. Create four research groups and give each group a type of impairment; visual, 

hearing, physical, learning and intellectual. Each group must work on a small 

presentation (5 minutes!) as explained in the notes. 

3. Girls start working in their groups to prepare the presentation. 

4. The facilitator walks around to check if girls understand what they must do and 

provides additional information if needed.  

5. At the end of the session, explain that in order to get more information about the 

type of impairment, they can plan to meet a person in the community with that 

impairment. 

Girls can think about this and approach someone that they want to meet during 

Session  

6. Girls can develop an interview with that person. Basic questions to include: 

● Can you tell us your name and where you live? 

● What impairment do you have and as a result what is difficult for you to do? 

● How can we, as a community, help you with these difficulties? 

7. Homework: girls identify a person they want to interview and contact him or her 

to see if the person agrees. They should try to conduct the interview during the life 

skills session the next day 
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Notes Day 5 

 

During the last session, on Day 8, we may invite community members to come to 

the learning center and see what the girls have learnt about disabilities. Invite the 

community oversight committee to take part in the preparation and the event itself. 

They can already be present during Sessions 5, 6, and 7 to prepare with the girls and 

to help them if needed during the presentation.  

 

Also invite health workers and, if possible, teachers with knowledge on special needs 

learning centers.  

 

Invite people with disabilities as well to be present during Session 8. 

 

Session 8 could be as follows: 

1. Introduction by the facilitator to explain the objective of the girls’ club and the 

overall topic studied. Explain: 

● Impairment is a problem in a body's function or structure. (a person who 

cannot see or a person who has only one leg.) 

● Disability is the combination of the impairment of a person and a barrier 

experienced by the person with an impairment to participate in an activity or 

to access a place or information. For example: a girl with visual impairment 

cannot go to the market because the road has too many holes that she can't 

see. 

● As a community we can help people with disabilities to take away those 

barriers. 

● People with impairments have the same rights as others; to learn, live, have 

friends, a family and work. This is stated in our laws. A person with 

impairments can also function well, but our community needs to think about 

how we can include them into daily life. 

● Today we will see some of the things that girls have learned and investigated 

about this.  

2. The activity with the blindfolds or the one with the tied hands. 

3. A group of girls explain about the different types of impairments; visual, 

hearing, physical, learning and intellectual.           

For each of these types they mention: 

● Examples of the impairment and what the consequences are of this 

● Difficulties that people with that impairment have. 

● Examples of difficulties that these people face in OUR community. (concrete 

examples: for example; the entrance of the learning center is too high. A girl 

with a wheelchair can't enter) 

● Possible solutions to these problems. 
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Day 6 –Community Research  

1. Girls will use this session to conduct the interview. Before they go, make sure to 

check the following (see notes for guidance on how to conduct an interview: 

● Have they informed the person they want to interview and did this person 

agree? 

● Did they include the basic questions? 

● After the interview the girls should invite the person to come to the presentation 

during session 8. 

● Tomorrow, during session 7, the girls should bring their notes and answers 

from the interview. 

2. Girls can go out in groups and do the research. 

Notes Day 6 

During an interview, pay attention to: 

● Using a friendly tone 

● Introducing both interviewers and explaining all elements in the introduction 

part. 

● Making sure that there is no other person around to influence the interviewee. 

● How to react when someone is not polite or does not want to answer questions. 

● Who will be asking the questions and who will be writing down or recording the 

answers. 

Day 7 – Review and Analysis 

1. Facilitator invites the other groups to present the findings of their interview. 

2. Ask each group to improve upon their presentation for the following day using the 

answers from the interviewee in: 

● Examples of difficulties that these people face in OUR community. (concrete 

examples: for example; the entrance of the learning center is too high. A girl 

with a wheelchair can't enter) 

● Possible solutions to these problems. 

3. While girls prepare their presentation, the facilitator walks around and provides 

guidance where needed. 

4. Invite the groups to present. Make sure that: 

● The presentation is not more than 5-8 minutes per group. 

● Girls are confident in presenting; compliment them, encourage them by saying 

what they did well. 

● One member of the community oversight committee could assist the girls if they 

are not yet confident enough. This member should have the content of the 

presentation of those girls. 

5. Homework: Ask the groups to further prepare their presentations for tomorrow. 
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Day 8 – What Have We Learned? 

1. Begin by welcoming the girls and the visiting guests and explain what has been 

done in the last 2 weeks. Use the notes in session 5 to outline the theme and key 

messages. 

Explain that the girls have applied their knowledge and have done community 

research by interviewing community members and their own observations about 

how disability friendly our community is. 

2. If possible, repeat the activity with the blindfolds or the tied arms in Session 1 or 

Session 3 to create understanding of the challenges that visually impaired have. 

3. Ask each group to come forward and present their type of impairment and 

recommendations to the community to help people with those specific 

impairments. 

4. After each presentation, the groups receive a round of applause. 

5. After all presentations, reinforce the idea of including people with disabilities in 

our daily lives. The impairment they have is often not their mistake and only 

becomes a disability if he or she faces barriers in our community. These could be 

physical barriers; inaccessible places. But they could also be barriers of 

discrimination and exclusion. We, as a community, can take those barriers away. 

6. Congratulate the groups and thank the guests. 
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Theme 6 – SRH - HIV/AIDS 

Material5 and preparation 

● These sessions are best presented by a female facilitator, community 

member, teacher or health worker. 

● For Sessions  4 and 56:  For each girl give:  

● One red bead, 19 dark beads,  

● 12 white or light beads,  

●  20-30 centimeters of string (depends on the size of the beads). All beads 

should be approximately the same size. The beads should be made of 

material that can be marked on with a pencil or other marker. (If no 

beads are available, you can use the paper version of the fertility tracker 

in the annex 

● For session 7: Invite a health worker or other specialist to talk about STDs, 

HIV and AIDS  

🗹 Objectives, the learners will be able to: 

● Explain the meaning of adolescence and puberty. 

● Describe the physical and emotional changes that occur during adolescence 

or puberty. 

● Label the male and female reproductive organs. 

● Describe how male and female reproductive organs function. 

● Explain the menstrual cycle. 

● Explain fertility, pregnancy and anti-conception methods. 

● Use the fertility tracker as a family planning tool 

● Explain what STDs are and how to protect yourself against them 

 

 

 
5 Part of the material is adapted from Doorways 
6 These sessions are based on the manual ´Fertility Awareness, my changing body´, IRH, FHI, 2003 
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Day 1 – Introduction to the topic               

1. Show the conversation poster, ´My body. ´ 

2. Ask girls to discuss first in pairs what they see and invite pairs to explain to the 

group what they see on the poster. 

3. Explain that the topic is ´My body´ and during the next two weeks we will be 

talking and investigating how our body changes and how we should protect it. We 

will learn what physical differences boys and girls have and how our periodic cycle 

works. We will also learn about sexually transmitted diseases and how to protect 

ourselves against this. 

4. Ask girls to think in small groups and discuss: What changes happen to the body of 

a girl when she becomes an adult during puberty?  They should also discuss: ́ What 

happens to the body of a boy when he becomes an adult during puberty? 

5. Ask the groups to report and make sure to list the following changes: 

Girl Boy 

Ovulation occurs 

Menstruation begins 

Breasts develop  

Pubic hair appears 

Long bone growth stops 

Sperm production begins 

Ejaculation occurs 

Long bone growth stops 

Facial hair appears 

Voice box enlarges, voice 

deepens 

 
6. Read out the information and the questions at the back of the conversation poster 

(see notes) 

7. Homework: Ask girls to think about what they have learned and to prepare one 

question they want to ask during the next session. 

Notes Day 1 

Puberty 

The time during adolescence that boys and girls go through physical and 

psychological changes is called puberty. Boys and girls have a lot in common during 

puberty. 

Puberty begins and ends at different ages for everyone. Everyone goes through it at 

their body’s own pace. This cannot be controlled and is biological (it is programmed 

in your body). This variation in change from person to person is normal. 

Girls often begin puberty before boys. This difference in change is also biological and 

is therefore normal. During puberty, the body produces increased hormones that 

cause physical changes in the body. 
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Female puberty  

Menstruation is also called a period because it happens once a month. It is monthly 

bleeding from the uterus when an unfertilized egg passes out in a flow of blood 

through the vagina. 

Ovulation is the periodic release of a mature egg from an ovary. This usually happens 

around the middle of a woman’s menstrual cycle. 

Menstruation is a natural, normal process the body goes through. It happens when 

the egg does not get fertilized by a sperm. Having a period means a girl can now 

reproduce. It is normal for each girl to have a different menstrual cycle and to begin 

menstruation at different ages. 

The blood that passes from the vagina is not unhealthy and does not mean that 

anything is wrong. Proper hygiene is very important and should be practiced at all 

times, but especially during menstruation. Once a girl begins menstruating, she can 

become pregnant.  

Ask girls questions to check understanding: 

• What is puberty? 

• What is menstruation? 

• Why is it called a period? 

• Where is the uterus? Can you point it out on the poster? 

Explanation of Menstrual Cycle 

When a girl is born, she has thousands of egg cells, or ova in her two ovaries. Each 

egg is the size of one grain of sand. The tiny dots in the two balls are the eggs. The 

two balls are the ovaries. Each month, one egg ripens and leaves the ovaries. This is 

ovulation. The egg is picked up by the broad end of the fallopian tube and starts 

moving towards the uterus. At the same time, the uterus starts getting ready for the 

egg by thickening its inner lining.  

An egg can grow into a baby only if it meets a sperm cell from a male. This happens 

during sex. The sperm comes out of the penis of the man. If the sperm and egg meet, 

a woman becomes pregnant. The fertilized egg attaches to the thick lining of the 

uterus. This lining nourishes and supports the baby until birth. If the egg is not 

fertilized by a sperm, the lining is not needed and it breaks down. The lining, tissue 

and the egg flow out of the uterus through the vagina and leave the body. This is 

menstruation.  

Menstruation occurs approximately 14 days after ovulation if the egg is not fertilized. 

Menstrual periods may last 2-8 days; the average menstrual period lasts 4-6 days. 

The menstrual cycle occurs about every month until a woman goes through 

menopause. It also stops during pregnancy and starts again after the baby is born.  
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Ask questions to check understanding: 

● Can you point out the ovaries on the poster? 

● What is ovulation? 

● How long is menstruation normally? 

● What comes out of our body during menstruation? (note; the topic ´personal 

hygiene has a section about menstrual hygiene) 

Day 2 – Discussion             

1. Ask girls if they were able to come up with one question they wanted to ask. Invite 

other girls to try to respond. Explain that the facilitator is also available to answer 

questions later in private if you don't want to ask your questions now. 

2. Verify a few main concepts by repeating some questions from the notes in Session 

1 

3. Explain that in the last session we discussed changes in our bodies but there are 

other changes that occur as we go through adolescence. 

4. Ask girls to think about other changes and mention the following ones: 

● Paying more attention to one’s body and appearance 

● Emotional instability, confusion and compulsiveness 

● Strong sexual awareness 

● Being attracted to and wanting to be attractive to the opposite sex 

5. Explain that it is important to know our bodies and how they work. Go back to the 

conversation poster and give each group of girls a word below. Ask them to discuss 

what it is, and to look at the poster to see if they can point it out. Explain that there 

are many words for these body parts but that these ones are the real, biological 

names. 

6. After two minutes, invite each group to come forward and point out the part of the 

reproductive organs if they can. If they have difficulty, help them. 

7. Explain after each word the function of that specific part (see notes) 

8. Ask questions to verify understanding: 

o Why do we lose blood and an egg during menstruation? 

o How many eggs drop from the ovary each month? 

o What is in the scrotum? 

o What is sperm? 

9. End the session by explaining: Genitals are sources of sexual pleasure, a natural 

part of the human body and nothing to be ashamed of. Touching them is natural 

and necessary to stay clean and healthy. Everyone should know what their genitals 

look like so they can recognize if something is wrong. For example, boys need to 

touch their testicles to feel for lumps and girls may need to use products for 

menstruation, which means they will need to touch their vaginas. 

10. Homework; Girls can think about what they have learned and think of one question 

they want to ask in the next session. 

Vagina, Ovary, Uterus (womb), Egg, Fallopian tube, Penis, Sperm, Scrotum, 
Testes, Urethra. 
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Notes Day 2 – Continued 

Male Reproductive Organs 

What it is What it does 

Penis Male sexual organ. ● The erect penis is placed in the vagina 

during sexual intercourse. 

● At orgasm the male ejaculates and semen 

spurts out. 

● Also contains a tube used for passing urine. 

● When a man becomes sexually aroused or 

his penis is stimulated, his penis becomes 

enlarged; this is called an erection. 

Scrotum Bag that hangs 

between the legs behind the 

penis. 

● Contains the testes. 

● Protects the testes and controls temperature 

necessary for sperm function and survival. 

Testes (or Testicles): Two 

balls inside the scrotum. 

● They produce sperm and sex hormones. 

● They store sperm. 

Urethra: Tube with hole at 

the end of the penis. 

 

● Carries urine from the bladder to outside of 

the body. 

● Semen also passes out of this tube. 

Sperm: Tiny cells contained 

in semen. They are 

too small to see.  

● Millions of sperm go into the semen each 

time a male ejaculates. 

● They swim into the womb and if one of them 

fertilizes an egg, a baby is made. 

Female Reproductive Organs 

What it is What it does 

Vagina: A tube inside the 

body that has a small opening 

into the urethra and opens 

between the legs. 

● Penis goes inside the vagina during sex and 

puts sperm into the vagina. 

● Babies come out through it at birth. 

● Menstrual blood leaves the body through it. 

● The vagina is separate from the anus, the 

hole where feces come out. 

Uterus or womb; Bag at the 

top end of the vagina. 

● Every month the womb prepares itself for a 

baby by making a thick lining. 

● If there is no baby, the womb throws away 

the lining when a girl has her period. 

● The baby grows in the womb during 

pregnancy. 

Fallopian tubes; Two tubes 

connecting the ovaries to the 

womb. 

● One egg travels along the tube from the 

ovary to the womb every month. 
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Ovaries: Two sacks on each 

side of the womb. 

 

● They contain 300,000–500,000 egg cells at 

birth. 

● Sends one egg each month to the womb. 

Egg: Tiny cells, about the size 

of a pinhead, 

inside the woman’s ovaries.  

● After sex, an egg joins with sperm at 

fertilization to make a baby. 

 

Day 3 – Discussion 

1. Ask girls if they were able to come up with one question they wanted to ask. Invite 

other girls to try to respond. Explain that the facilitator is also available to answer 

questions later in private if you don't want to ask your questions now. 

2. Verify a few main concepts by repeating some questions from Session 2. 

3. Read out the story from Amina (see notes) 

4. Ask questions: 

● Why was Amina afraid to tell anyone that she was bleeding? 

● Why did Amina get so upset when her brother said it was because she let a boy 

touch her? 

● Does this sound like a story that could really happen? Why or why not? 

● Do young people learn about menstruation before it happens, or is it a subject 

that is not discussed? 

5. Explain: 

Now that we have learned about our body, our genitals and how they work. We 

should also talk about pregnancy. Many of us want to become a mother someday 

but it is important to know that, if we want to go to school or look for a job, having 

a baby will make this very difficult. It is better to wait with that until your body is 

fully ready and until you have finished your studies and are working. A mother and 

a father are both responsible for the baby and it is important to have a baby from 

someone you love and who will stay with you as a husband to take care of the baby 

and the family. 

6. Play a game. Read out each statement and ask girls to stand up if they think it is 

false and sit down if they think it's true. After each statement, ask girls to explain 

what they think. Give the correct explanation as well. 

● A female can get pregnant during menstruation. TRUE When females start 

menstruating, their cycles can be irregular, and eggs can be released into the 

uterus at different times. 

● A female cannot get pregnant if she has sex standing up. FALSE A female can 

get pregnant in any position. 

● If a female urinates right after sex, she cannot get pregnant. FALSE Urine 

passes through the urethra; it does not remove sperm from the vagina. 

● Abstinence (not having sex) is the only method of family planning that is 100 

percent effective. TRUE If a female abstains from sexual intercourse, she will 

not become pregnant. However, sperm released on or near the vagina may enter 

the vaginal canal and possibly result in pregnancy. 
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● Once a male becomes excited or gets an erection, he has to have intercourse, or 

it could be harmful to his health. FALSE. It is not harmful to resist acting on 

sexual urges. Semen does not get backed-up. A male may experience some 

discomfort if he is sexually excited for some   time. This will subside if he relaxes 

or masturbates. 

● A female cannot get pregnant the first time she has sexual intercourse. FALSE: 

A female can get pregnant the first time she has sexual intercourse. 

● A female cannot get pregnant if the male promises her she won’t get pregnant. 

FALSE If the sperm is released into a female’s vagina, there is always the risk 

of pregnancy. 

● A male can pull his penis out before he ejaculates, and the female won’t get 

pregnant. FALSE:  Some sperm can be released even prior to ejaculation. 

● There are methods or ways of not becoming pregnant. TRUE: For the most 

part, if a modern method of contraceptive is used properly, it can prevent 

pregnancy. 

7. Homework: Ask girls to think about the things they have learned.  

Notes Day 3  

My first period came when I was 12. I was very frightened because I didn’t know how 

I could have hurt myself so far inside. I was scared. I was at school and noticed blood 

all over my legs when I went to the latrine during school break. I put some cloth in 

my panties, because I was very worried. It seems as though the bleeding would not 

stop. I went to my male teacher and told him I was sick. He scolded me for missing a 

test and I ran away crying. I ran all the way home. 

As soon as I got home, I was afraid my mother would punish me, so I told her I was 

sick and just lay in bed. The next morning, I woke up and there was blood all over the 

sheets. I thought I must have some disease and that I was probably going to die. I 

just stayed in bed and tried not to move. My mother was gone so my older brother 

came in and I told him that I was bleeding between my legs. He said it was because I 

“let a boy touch me down there.” I started crying and screaming, “That is not true, 

that is not true.” 

My Aunt Mary ran in the room and said, “What is going on?” My brother told her I 

was doing something dirty and being punished by bleeding. My Aunt Mary scolded 

my brother and told him, “Boy, you don’t know anything! This is natural; it means 

Amina is a woman, just like me and your mother. Now get out of here and go to the 

store and buy some sanitary pads for your sister who just became a woman.”  

My Aunt Mary gave me a big hug and explained menstruation and monthly periods 

to me. I felt so relieved; I always knew I could trust my Aunt Mary. 

I learned that everything that was happening to me was normal and a part of growing 

up. I was so shocked, but I felt happy. She even let me ask her some questions. I 

asked her why no one had told me this was going to happen. She said that sometimes 
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people were embarrassed to discuss these issues but assured me it was nothing to be 

ashamed of. 

 

Day 4 –Preparation  

1. Repeat the FALSE/TRUE Game from Session 3 and after each statement ask a 

volunteer to explain WHY it is true or false. 

2. Explain that in this session we will learn how to track our cycle (see notes) 

3. We will start working on a Fertility wristband7.  

● Look at the first red bead (show the group the first red bead). This represents 

Day One of the menstrual cycle, the day on which bleeding begins.  

● After the first red bead, there are six black beads (show the group). A woman 

has her period during some or all of seven these days. During this time, a 

woman’s body is not yet ready to receive a fertilized egg. These days are infertile 

days, when a woman cannot get pregnant even if she has sexual intercourse.  

● After these dark beads, there are 12 white or light beads (show the group), which 

are the fertile days. These are the days when a woman can get pregnant if she 

has sex.  

● After these white or light beads, there are 13 dark beads (show the group). These 

are the days in which a woman is also infertile.  

● Pose the following questions to the group to confirm comprehension. Ask them 

to demonstrate on their necklaces while giving their answers:  

o Adwoa has her period today; where should she put the marker? (Red 

bead.)  

o If she marks on the next bead every day, what color bead would she mark 

after 6 days? (Dark bead.) And in twelve days? (White or light bead.)  

o Adwoa would like to get pregnant. What color beads represent the days 

when she is fertile (could get pregnant if she has sexual intercourse)? 

(White beads.)  

o Adwoa does not want to get pregnant. What color beads represent the 

days when she is infertile (could not get pregnant if she has sexual 

intercourse)? (Dark beads.)  

o What should Mary do when she gets her period again? (She should put 

the mark on the red bead again. Or, she should draw another necklace 

and make a mark on the red bead.) 

4. Explain that in the next sessions we will be making our own fertility tracker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7 This method of family planning is based on Cyclebeads; https://www.cyclebeads.com/cyclebeads  

https://www.cyclebeads.com/cyclebeads
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Notes Day 4 

NOTE: PREPARE ONE FERTILITY TRACKER AS A SAMPLE TO SHOW 

DURING THE DISCUSSION  

DEPENDING ON THE SIZE OF THE BEADS YOU CAN MAKE A 

WRISTBAND OR NECKLACE 

The length of the menstrual cycle (the time between one period and the next) varies 

for each woman. For some, the cycle is 21 days. For others, it is as long as 35 days or 

more. Irregular periods are common in girls who are just beginning to menstruate. It 

may take the body a while to adjust to all the changes taking place.  

For example, a woman may have the same length cycle for two months, then miss a 

month, or have two periods with fewer days in between them. Her menstrual cycle 

will probably become more regular, although she may continue to have irregular 

periods into adulthood. Sometimes she might have some spotting of blood for a day 

or two in the middle of her cycle. This is usually nothing to worry about. A woman is 

fertile only on certain days of each menstrual cycle— these are the days when she can 

become pregnant.  

Explain to the girls that during the white days they either use contraception methods 

or abstain from sex if they do not want to become pregnant. 

 

Day 5 – Preparation  

 
1. Give each girl the following material: 

2. 1 red bead,  

3. 19 dark beads,  

4. 12 white or light beads,  

5. 20-30 centimeters of string 

6. Tell the girls to start making the fertility 

tracker, looking at the example of the 

conversation poster. 

7. Homework: Girls can continue working on 

it at home and bring the tracker the next 

time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1 - Sample 
bracelet with the marker on day 3 of the cycle 
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Day 6 – Research  

1. Review the use of the fertility tracker. 

2. Ask girls to stand up if they want to complete different stages in their lives. Who 

wants to have a job? Who wants to go to secondary school? Who wants to go to 

university? Who wants to go to vocational training? Finally ask some girls to tell 

what kind of job they dream of and why they want to have this job. 

3. Ask: who wants to have a baby now or when they are older? Ask girls to explain 

why they want to have a baby.  

4. Ask girls to think in pairs: What would happen if you get a baby when you are 13 or 

14? 

5. Explain:  If you get pregnant when you are younger than 15 your body is not yet 

ready. The baby and you have a higher risk of health problems. 

If you get pregnant before you finish school, it will be difficult to finish it later. 

Many girls drop out and will not have an education to find a job. 

Young people without work and education have very little chance of getting a job 

and money to take care of the baby. 

6. Discuss in the group if girls know someone who had a baby when they were younger 

than 15. Ask how this changed the life of the mother and father. 

7. Ask; If you want to have sex with someone but do not want to have a baby. What 

can you do to avoid that? 

8. Explain the three most common/available methods of contraception (see promoter 

notes).  

Also explain that the fertility tracker is another method for a girl to avoid 

pregnancy, but it is never 100% certain and you need a regular cycle for it. 

9. Discuss the pros and cons of each method.  

10. Ask girls to think back on the sessions they had about sexual transmitted diseases 

(STDs). What do they remember? 

● Explain very clearly that only two things can prevent a girl from getting an STD: 

● Not having sex (at least until she is ready with school/finding a job/finding a 

partner). 

● Using a condom 

11. Explain: 

● Where and how girls could get contraceptives 

● Where they can go to seek medical assistance if they think that they might be 

sick. Explain that in the next session, a health worker will come and discuss 

STDs and HIV 
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Notes Day 6 

Abstinence: Abstinence is the total avoidance of sexual intercourse between 

partners. It is the safest and most effective way to prevent pregnancy and STIs. 

Male Condom. The male condom is a thin rubber tube. It is closed at one end like 

the finger of a glove so that when a man puts it over his penis, it stops the sperm 

from entering a woman’s vagina. 

Female Condom: The female condom is a rubber sheath that fits inside the vagina 

and covers the vulva, preventing sperm from entering a woman’s vagina. 

Intrauterine Device (IUD) IUDs (sometimes called coils or spirals) are small 

plastic or metal devices of varying shapes and sizes that are placed in the uterus to 

prevent pregnancy. 

Oral Contraceptives. Oral contraceptives (sometimes called birth control pills or 

“the pill”) contain hormones. These pills stop the release of an egg every month—but 

do not stop periods. A woman must take all of the pills in each pack to be fully 

protected. 

Also mention the fertility tracker which has days where girls are less likely to 

get pregnant.  

Note: while it is not a 100% prevention method, it is at least a tool that gives girls a 

certain degree of control and knowledge about the cycle and fertility. 

ENSURE TO HAVE A HEALTH WORKER OR OTHER PERSON 

KNOWLEDGEABLE PRESENT TO CONDUCT SESSION 7.  

VERIFY TO AT LEAST DISCUSS THE CONTENT AS DESCRIBED IN THE 

SESSION PLAN. 

 

Day 7 – Research – Presentation STD / HIV AIDS 

1. Facilitator explains to the health worker what girls have learned in the last few 

sessions. 

2. If no health worker is available, the following activities could be organized: 

________________________________________________________ 

1. Ask girls to explain what they understand of the term Sexually Transmitted 

Diseases/ Infections.  

2. Explain that STD/Is are infections that are spread from person to person through 

sexual contact and adolescents are at greater risk of STD.  

3. Divide girls into four groups and explain to them that they will play a game. 

Explain that each group will be read a statement (from the list below) and they 

must answer it. The team must decide whether the statement is true or false (they 

will receive one point for a correct answer). The team must explain why the 

statement is true or false (and can receive another point for a correct answer). If 

the answer or explanation is incorrect, the other team can try for an extra point. 

Alternate questions between the two teams. Continue until all the statements have 

been read. When the game is over, announce the points and winning team. 
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a. A person can always tell if she or he has an STD/I.  

False. People can and do have STD/Is without having any symptoms. Women 

often have STD/Is without symptoms because their reproductive organs are 

internal, but men infected with some diseases like Chlamydia may also have 

no symptoms. People infected with HIV generally have no symptoms for years 

after infection. 

b. With proper medical treatment, all STD/Is except HIV can be cured.  

False. Some, but not all STD/Is can be cured with antibiotics. Some infections 

that are viral—like herpes and HIV—have no cure but are treatable. 

c. You cannot contract an STD/I by holding hands, talking, walking, or dancing 

with a partner.  

True. STD/Is are only spread by close sexual contact with an infected person. 

Anyone can be infected by having oral, anal, or vaginal intercourse with a 

partner who is infected. 

d. It is possible to contract some STD/Is from kissing. True.  

It is rare, but possible to be infected by syphilis through kissing if the infected 

person has small sores in or around the mouth. The herpes virus can be spread 

by kissing if sores are present. HIV is not passed through saliva and could only 

be transmitted through kissing if both people had open sores in their mouths 

or bleeding gums. 

e. Only people who have sexual contact with someone who is infected with an 

STD/I can contract an STD/I.  

False. Babies can contract STD/Is such as herpes, gonorrhea, and HIV during 

pregnancy, delivery or breastfeeding from mothers who are infected. 

f. Condoms are highly effective in protecting against the spread of STD/Is. True.  

Correct, careful and consistent use of condoms is a highly effective way to 

prevent the spread of STD/Is. But, abstinence from sexual intercourse 

is the only method that is 100 percent effective. 

g. You will not get an STD/I if your girlfriend or boyfriend looks clean and healthy. 

False. A person can look healthy and clean, but still be infected with an STD/I. 

The only way for someone to know for sure that they are infected with an 

STD/I is to be tested.  

h. It is the women who are spreading HIV and STD/Is. False.  

Both women and men may have HIV and STD/Is and may pass it to their 

sexual partner. Our society often blames women for spreading STD/Is, but a 

woman must first become infected from her partner before she can pass it to 

someone else. 

i. Having sex with a virgin cleans a man of HIV and cures him. False.  

There is no cure for HIV. Having sex with a virgin only risks giving HIV to 

that person and will not cure the man. 

j. STD/Is are a curse from God. False.  
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STD/Is are caused by viruses and bacteria, which are transmitted during 

sexual contact and can be prevented by abstaining from or practicing safe 

sexual practices. 

3. Conclude the game by facilitating a discussion with participants about any 

questions they may have from the quiz.  

4. Ask the entire group the following questions and write their answers on the board 

or a flip chart: 

● What are the signs and symptoms of STD/Is?  

● What are the two most effective ways to avoid STD/Is?  

● What things should you do if you are worried that you have been infected with 

an STD/I? 

● Where could you go for help? 

Notes day 7 

HIV and AIDS  

HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) is the virus that causes AIDS. AIDS stands for 

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. HIV destroys part of a person’s immune 

system – the part of the body that fights off sickness.  

People get HIV by coming into direct contact with bodily fluids, such as blood, semen, 

vaginal secretions and breast milk, of a person who has the virus. This means that HIV 

can be transmitted through sexual intercourse or exchanging blood (for instance, 

through needles or shared razors) with someone who is HIV-positive or during birth 

or breastfeeding by a woman who is HIV-positive.  

HIV and AIDS does not have a cure, but people that have HIV can take medication 

called ARTs (antiretroviral therapy) or ARVs (antiretroviral drugs), to help keep them 

healthy. It is important to remember that these medications do not cure the disease 

and they do have other side effects on your body – so keeping yourself safe from HIV 

is very important!  

HIV can be prevented and is NOT transmitted through casual contact (hugging, 

sharing an apartment, using the same dishes, playing basketball, etc.  

People with HIV can infect others as soon as they are infected with the virus.  

It is impossible to tell from looking at someone if he or she is infected. The only way to 

tell for sure if a person is infected with HIV is through testing, 

If you have intercourse with someone who is infected with HIV even once, whether 

they know they have the virus or not, you can contract HIV.  

Other Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs) 

HIV is not the only infection you can get by having sex with an infected person. STD/Is 

are infections that are spread from person to person through sexual contact and 

adolescents are at greater risk of STD/Is due to:  

1) their lack of awareness of risks and protective measures such as condoms 

2) lack of access to protection and/ or inability to negotiate safe sex 
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3) lack of access to SRH counseling and testing services, and  

4) their tendency to have multiple sexual partners at one time.  

Some, but not all STD/Is can be cured with antibiotics. Some infections that are viral—

like herpes and HIV—have no cure but are treatable. 

It is rare, but possible to be infected by syphilis through kissing if the infected person 

has small sores in or around the mouth. The herpes virus can be spread by kissing if 

sores are present. HIV is not passed through saliva and could only be transmitted 

through kissing if both people had open sores in their mouths or bleeding gums. 

Careful and consistent use of condoms is a highly effective way to prevent the spread 

of STD/Is. But, abstinence from sexual intercourse is the only method that is 100 

percent effective. 

 

Day 8 – What Have We learned? 

1. Review knowledge about Session 7. 

2. Read out the case study: 

3. What should the person consider in order to make a good decision?   

4. Do you agree with the choices you just discussed- is this the choice you think you 

would make? Why or why not?  

5. Explain: To achieve our goals we need to plan well, communicate our life goals to 

the people around us and be able to work hard to create success but, the most 

important thing you need in your life to achieve those goals is someone how 

supports you! Someone who motivates you, helps to perform your tasks and 

someone who listens to you, who believes in you. 

6. Ask: who could that person be? 

7. Discuss: If you have a trusted adult, it could be that person but it could also be 

someone else who knows your life plan. 

8. I think it should be us, the girls in the club, who help each other. We live together 

in the community and we are all in the same situation. We have our goals but many 

events can happen in which we find it difficult to continue. This is when you need 

to be a good friend to someone else; listen to them, be nice and supportive and 

think together about how you could help the other to pursue her goal! 

9. Play a game to demonstrate the importance of supporting each other:  Ask girls to 

form circles of six. They hold hands and stretch the circle to the maximum. All arms 

should be stretched. Tell girls to hold hands tight while they lean calmly backwards. 

(Usually girls will be able to do this after one or two collapse) 

If it works well, you can ask all girls to form one circle and do the same. 

10. Ask: Are you able to lean backwards by yourself?  

11. Explain: This is a good example of what you can do if you have help. You can do 

things that you sometimes can't do yourself. Find good friends, be a good friend to 

them; help them, be nice and honest to them and listen to them. Then they will be 

a good friend to you as well. 

12. End the session by thanking all the girls and telling them to take their life plan with 

them and share it with a trusted adult or a friend. 
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Notes Day 8 

Araba is 15. A friend of her late father’s has been pushing her to have sex with him. 

He has bought her a few gifts and says he can provide for her. She needs the money 

for school fees, as her mother is facing challenges making enough money to feed the 

family. She is considering accepting his offer. However, she will need to figure out a 

way to explain the money to her mother, who would be very angry at Esi if she knew. 
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Annex 1 - Child Functioning (age 5-17) CF 
 

ANNEX 1 - CHILD FUNCTIONING (AGE 5-17) CF 

CF1. I WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT 

DIFFICULTIES YOUR CHILD MAY HAVE.  

 

 DOES (name) WEAR GLASSES OR CONTACT LENSES? 

 

 

 

Yes 1 

No 2 

 

 

 

 

2⇨CF3 

CF2. WHEN WEARING HIS/HER GLASSES OR CONTACT 

LENSES, DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY SEEING? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

1⇨CF4 

2⇨CF4 

3⇨CF4 

4⇨CF4 

CF3. DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY SEEING? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

CF4. DOES (name) USE A HEARING AID? 

 

Yes 1 

No 2 

 

2⇨CF6 

CF5. WHEN USING HIS/HER HEARING AID, DOES (name) 

HAVE DIFFICULTY HEARING SOUNDS LIKE PEOPLES’ 

VOICES OR MUSIC? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

1⇨CF7 

2⇨CF7 

3⇨CF7 

4⇨CF7 

CF6. DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY HEARING SOUNDS 

LIKE PEOPLES’ VOICES OR MUSIC? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

CF7. DOES (name) USE ANY EQUIPMENT OR RECEIVE 

ASSISTANCE FOR WALKING? 

Yes 1 

No 2 

 

2⇨CF12 

CF8. WITHOUT HIS/HER EQUIPMENT OR ASSISTANCE, 

DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY WALKING 100 

YARDS/METERS ON LEVEL GROUND? THAT WOULD BE 
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ABOUT THE LENGTH OF 1 FOOTBALL FIELD. [OR 

INSERT COUNTRY SPECIFIC EXAMPLE].  

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: SOME DIFFICULTY, A 

LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT ALL? 

 

 

 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

3 ⇨   CF10 

4 ⇨   CF10 

CF9. WITHOUT HIS/HER EQUIPMENT OR ASSISTANCE, 

DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY WALKING 500 

YARDS/METERS ON LEVEL GROUND? THAT WOULD BE 

ABOUT THE LENGTH OF 5 FOOTBALL FIELDS. [OR 

INSERT COUNTRY SPECIFIC EXAMPLE].  

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: SOME DIFFICULTY, A 

LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT ALL? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CF10. WITH HIS/HER EQUIPMENT OR ASSISTANCE, DOES 

(name) HAVE DIFFICULTY WALKING 100 

YARDS/METERS ON LEVEL GROUND? THAT WOULD BE 

ABOUT THE LENGTH OF 1 FOOTBALL FIELD. [OR 

INSERT COUNTRY SPECIFIC EXAMPLE].   

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 ⇨   CF14 

4 ⇨   CF14 

CF11. WITH HIS/HER EQUIPMENT OR ASSISTANCE, DOES 

(name) HAVE DIFFICULTY WALKING 500 

YARDS/METERS ON LEVEL GROUND? THAT WOULD BE 

ABOUT THE LENGTH OF 5 FOOTBALL FIELDS. [OR 

INSERT COUNTRY SPECIFIC EXAMPLE].  

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 ⇨   CF14 

2 ⇨   CF14 

3 ⇨   CF14 

4 ⇨   CF14 

CF12. COMPARED WITH CHILDREN OF THE SAME AGE, 

DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY WALKING 100 

YARDS/METERS ON LEVEL GROUND? THAT WOULD BE 

ABOUT THE LENGTH OF 1 FOOTBALL FIELD. [OR 

INSERT COUNTRY SPECIFIC EXAMPLE]. 
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 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

3⇨CF14 

4⇨CF14 

CF13. COMPARED WITH CHILDREN OF THE SAME AGE, 

DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY WALKING 500 

YARDS/METERS ON LEVEL GROUND? THAT WOULD BE 

ABOUT THE LENGTH OF 5 FOOTBALL FIELDS. [OR 

INSERT COUNTRY SPECIFIC EXAMPLE]. 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CF14. DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY WITH SELF-CARE 

SUCH AS FEEDING OR DRESSING HIM/HERSELF? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CF15. WHEN (name) SPEAKS, DOES HE/SHE HAVE 

DIFFICULTY BEING UNDERSTOOD BY PEOPLE INSIDE OF 

THIS HOUSEHOLD?  

 

WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

CF16. WHEN (name) SPEAKS, DOES HE/SHE HAVE 

DIFFICULTY BEING UNDERSTOOD BY PEOPLE OUTSIDE 

OF THIS HOUSEHOLD? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

CF17. COMPARED WITH CHILDREN OF THE SAME AGE, 

DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY LEARNING THINGS? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 
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CF18. COMPARED WITH CHILDREN OF THE SAME AGE, 

DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY REMEMBERING 

THINGS? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CF19. DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY CONCENTRATING 

ON AN ACTIVITY THAT HE/SHE ENJOYS DOING? 

  

WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

 

CF20. DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY ACCEPTING 

CHANGES IN HIS/HER ROUTINE? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CF21. COMPARED WITH CHILDREN OF THE SAME AGE, 

DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY CONTROLLING 

HIS/HER BEHAVIOUR? 

 

WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

CF22. DOES (name) HAVE DIFFICULTY MAKING 

FRIENDS? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY (name) HAS: NO DIFFICULTY, SOME 

DIFFICULTY, A LOT OF DIFFICULTY OR CANNOT DO AT 

ALL? 

 

 

No difficulty 1 

Some difficulty 2 

A lot of difficulty 3 

Cannot do at all 4 

 

CF23. HOW OFTEN DOES (name) SEEM VERY ANXIOUS, 

NERVOUS OR WORRIED? 

 

 WOULD YOU SAY: DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, A FEW 

TIMES A YEAR OR NEVER? 

Daily 1 

Weekly 2 

Monthly 3 

A few times a year 4 

Never 5 

 

CF24. HOW OFTEN DOES (name) SEEM VERY SAD OR 

DEPRESSED? 

  

WOULD YOU SAY: DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY, A FEW 

TIMES A YEAR OR NEVER? 

Daily 1 

Weekly 2 

Monthly 3 

A few times a year 4 

Never 5 
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Re
ad

in
g 

flu
en

cy
 

Fa
nt

e 
 

d                K         a  
          

    P  ɔ             t  
 

 i         g            E   b 

 Wɔse nsu yɛ nkwa.    
No ho wɔ mfaso.    
Yenya nsu fi bura mu.    
Yɛsan nya bi fi botan mu.    
Yetum nya nsupa fi nsufi mu.    
Ɔwɔ dɛ yɛnoa nsufi sɔn do. 

 Ask to select and read 5 letters/syllables  Ask to read the whole story (maximally 2 mistakes) 
 Less than 4 out of 5 

Words read correctly, 
Go to the letter level 

 1 paragraph read with fluency 
and maximal 1 mistake 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start here at 

word level 

kɔ         fe    ano         Ber
  
    kɛse    Kor          sɔn  
 
       tsir    Saman     yer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At least4 out 
of 5 correct 

Parami so nyena no.    
Tebe kyerɛ adze wɔ fie hɔ.  
 
Yɛdze nyena kyew nam.   
Yebotum eku nantwi atɔn. 

 Ask the girl to choose and read 5 words  Ask to read one of the two paragraphs 

Annex 2 – ASER Literacy Assessment 
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Nu
m

er
ac

y 
as

se
ss

m
en

t  2                7           11 
     14             0           5 
17         6            20             
    3              18          9                     

  
22+39= 
54+18=   
 
 
 

 
53-27= 
84-16= 
 

 
8x4= 
9x6= 
 

 
25:5= 
36:4= 
 

 Ask to select and read 5 numbers  Ask to solve 1 of each column 
 Less than 4 out of 5 

Numbers read correctly, 
Go to 0-20 level 

 

  
Not more than 1 mistake1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Start here at 

number 
recognition  

20-100 

21                97               65 
        37                  72 
 86            44                  80 
        56              100           
31             59               63            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At least 4 out 
of 5 correct 

 
4+7= 
8+5= 
 

 
17-1= 
14-6= 
 
 

 
6x3= 
7x2= 
 

 
15:3= 
12:2= 
 

 Ask the girl to choose and read out 5 numbers   Ask to solve 1 of each column  

Annex 3 – ASER Numeracy Assessment 
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Name of facilitator_________________  Community____________________      Date of Assessment_____________  

  Literacy  Numeracy 
 Name of student Initial Letter Word Phrase Story Initial 0-20 20-100 Calc to 

20 
Calc to 

100 
1            
2            
3            
4            
5            
6            
7            
8            
9            
10            
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11            
12            
13            
14            
15            
16             
17            
18            
19            
20            
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